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Your calculator blew it! The figures don't
make sense. After all the time you spent adding
the figures. All it takes is one mechanical
miscalculation to throw off your computations.
Can you ever trust your calculator again?
You can trust Swintec calculators. They're
reliable, precise and easy to use. They're also quiet,
speedy and efficient. Why? We don't skimp on quality. Our calculators are built to last and function at
peak performance for a long time. And they're
virtually maintenance- and malfunction -free.
All Swintec calculators are ergonomically
designed for comfort. The keys are contoured and
comfortable for easy use. The LCD displays are extra
large for easy visibility. And they're cost - effective.
Why do we go to such pains? Because your
business depends on the bottom line. So you can
believe in Swintec calculators. Totally. Or should
we say Grand Totally.
Depending on the model, Swintec offers

this partial list of features. 10 or 12 digit
large blue or green fluorescent displays;
10 or 12 column black /red ribbon print
systems; 3 or 4 function memories; mark -up/
mark -down; Delta percent; rounding; floating
decimals; and automatic percent tax calculation.
Swintec calculators are part of a family of office
products that include our #1 rated electronic typewriters:
For the dealer near you, call (201) 935 -0115 or
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Bookkeeper on vacation
Quarterly audit deadline
Need programming help
Books don't balance
Special project deadline
Accounts receivable to be analyzed
Data entry backlog
Payroll taxes due
Inventory
to be
checked
■

WhenThePressure'sOn
Bring In The Best.

The more the pressure builds up in your accounting, bookkeeping and data
processing departments, the more you may need professional temporary help.
Accountemps.
Accountemps professionals are slightly over - qualified® As a result, there's
almost no break -in time. They'll come in, get off to a fast start and complete their
assignments efficiently.
Our professionals are available immediately— wherever you need them —for a
day, a week, a month or longer. One specialist or an entire team.
We're the largest specialized temporary service of its kind in the world with
over 100 offices* on three continents. For the best temporary accountants,
bookkeepers and data processors —bring in Accountemps.

accounem
Rent an Ex/,enm
Circle number 7 on reply card.
01986 Robert Hall International Inc.
'Most offices independently owned and operated.
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JIT: Cost Accounting and Cost Management Issues

19

By George Foster and Charles T. Horngren
When a company changes to just -in -time purchasing and production methods there is a
declining role for financial measures and an increased emphasis on personal observation
to control costs. Here is a comprehensive overview of how a wide cross section of firms
are changing their cost accounting systems as JIT is adopted.

Production Managers Need a Course in Cost Accounting

26

By Lakshmi U. Tatikonda
Production managers blame cost accountants for hampering the progress of manufacturing management. Cost accountants respond that production managers do not realize what
cost accounting is all about. Accountants and production managers must forge a new spirit
of cooperation in order to meet the global competition.

Personal
Finance

By James W. Gordon

Taxes

Maximizing Depreciation Benefits

Protecting Your Retirement Nest Egg

30

Before withdrawing from your company's pension plan, be aware that tax reform has
changed not only how you put money into retirement plans, but also the tax consequences
of taking money out.

35

By Tim C. McKee and Raymond G. Laverdiere
Knowing when to select the accelerated cost recovery system (ACRS) or the new modified
accelerated cost recovery system (MACRS) can make a difference in your company's tax
bill.

Finance

Determining Strategic Value

39

By Darrell L. Test, John D. Hawley, and Michael F. Cortright
Strategic value is the maximum "price" that should be paid to acquire the resources to
implement a new strategic business plan. Here is a methodology, which will result in some
objective figures for management, that can be applied to such business decisions.

MAP

SMA 4G: Accounting for Indirect Production Costs

43

Indirect production costs are allocated to cost objects for purposes of inventory valuation,
pricing, measurement of segment profitability, cost control, and other areas of management decision making. This Statement guides management accountants on how and when
to make such allocations.

Accounting
Issues

Induced Conversions of Convertible Debt: Beware of the Pitfalls 52
By Paula B. Thomas and J. Larry Hagler
Although the intent of the FASB Statement, "Induced Conversions of Convertible Debt,"
was to alleviate large charges against earnings, situations exist where application of FAS
84 produces an even larger charge against earnings.
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Standards Overload: What Must Be Done

57

By Ho ward D. Lo we
Although FASB has atte m pted t o reduce the bu rden of account ing stan dards o n sm all
co mpanies, bankers have resisted f urther pro gress. To reso lve standards o verload, users
must be e ducated to accep t audited repo rts that ar e specif i cally ta ilo red f o r small and
private companies.
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PERSPECTIVES

NAA `Stars' in Media Publicity

MANAGEMENT
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(ISSN 0025 -1690)
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One of my objectives this year was to improve NAA's visibility and let everyone
know that we are indeed the leading organization of management accountants.
I am pleased to report that NAA has
met this objective with flying colors, as we
are receiving increased attention from
both the print and electronic media.
A recent report from our Public Relations Department showed that NAA has
been featured in stories in The New York
Times, Forbes, The Wall Street Journal,
Associated Press, United Press International, Reuters Financial News Service, Knight - Ridder Financial
News Syndicate, American Banker, Chicago Tribune, Philadelphia
Inquirer, Kansas City Times, Los Angeles Herald Examiner, Boston
Globe, Investor's Daily, London Financial Times, and local newspapers, including the Batavia Chronicle and the Naples Daily News.
Media attention has focused on the results of our surveys, and
news emanating from research, Controllers Council, Business Planning Board, Management Accounting Practices Committee, Community Responsibility Committee, Professional and Educational Services, MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING, and the CMA program,
NAA has been mentioned on CBS, ABC, and NBC television as
well as the independent networks.
Professional and trade publications also have provided front page coverage including Journal of Accountancy, CPA Newsletter,
Corporate Controllers Report, The Office, Accounting Practices &
Regulation, Iron Age Manufacturing, Tooling & Production, ComputerWorld, Industry Week, World Accounting Report, and numerous
others.
Our record speaks for itself. NAA is a major force in management
accounting.
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ou may get a convincing song and dance, but

customersa completecustomer list. That's because
hundreds of FORTUNE 1000 companies havereaped
exceptional results from our financial software
and squirming.
systems. Alcoa, Gerber, Pillsbury Sherwin - Williams,
Why don't they want you to see a complete list? Merrill Lynch, Bankers' Trust, Bristol- Myers, Federal
Simple. They know that their size and name famil- Express, Litton, Lloyd's Bank, The NewYork Times
iarity do not guarantee
hapairpeople"
iness. Many
"single
things- tovendors
have, Company, Owens-Corning, Royal Business
Machines, Warner- lambert and hundreds more
source" or
at best, uneven quality across a multi - application
have opted for Data Design over other major vendors. Write for our complete customer list and ask
product line, They know that their customer list
may contain a good number of less -than-happy
on it about our fast, trouble -free implemenclients. It's difficult for these vendors to commit
tation; system flexibility and ease of use; in -depth
the human and monetary resources necessary to
training and responsive, knowledgeable support;
produce the type of superior product available from
people in customer service
a firm that specializes in a single application area.
positions, and more.
Afirmlike Data Design.
You'll find that people who want financial softData Design develops mainframe financial
ware relief choose Data Design. Since 1973, nationapplications software. Period. We understand all
ally recognized independent software surveys have
confirmed Data Design's unsurpassed record of user
our users' requirements and are therefore able to
provide the necessary support: over 40 percent of
satisfaction —year after year. That's why we'll give
our support and installation staff are CPA's or have you a complete customer list —andtbeV won't.
So, if you're in the process of looking at mainMBA's.
Data Design doesn't balk at giving prospective
frame financial software for your company, put
level

management

anyone

"all-

Yunderneath it's a different story. Behind those pat
answers that software vendor is actually sweating
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Data Design on your list. Then tell the other vendors
on it you're also looking at Data Design. And watch
what happens.
Financial software by Data Design.
Simply the best.

GENERALLEDGER
ACCOUNTSPAYABLE
PURCHASEORDERCONTROL
FIXEDASSETS
PROJECTACCOUNTINGSYSTEM
Learn more about the best financial software
available, call Betty Fulton toll -free at 800 -556 -5511.

X
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SSMATESV

Evice&wainfinancialsoftware.By design.
1279OakmeadParkway,Sunnyvale,CA94086

Taxes
Israel Blumenfrucht, Editor

New Rules for S Corporations

losses

S corporations do not pay tax on their taxable
income. Instead, as in the case of partner and
partnership income, stockholders are taxed directly on their proportionate share of the corporation's taxable income, whether distributed or
not. Similarly, if the corporation incurs a net operating loss, each stockholder generally may
deduct a proportionate share of the loss, to the
extent of the stockholder's adjusted basis in
the stock of the corporation.
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 contains new
rules for S corporations. Previously, the stockholders of an S corporation could deduct their
allowable losses against all gross income, including wages, dividends, and interest income.
The new rules call for an S corporation to be
considered a "passive activity." Therefore, the
stockholders of an S corporation only can deduct
against other passive income and
not against wages, dividends, and interest income. There is an exception for a stockholder
who "materially participates" in the business of
the S corporation, such as a full -time employee
of the corporation.
The fact that an S corporation is considered
a "passive activity" may be advantageous to
some stockholders. If the corporation is currently reporting net income and the stockholder
has losses from other tax shelters, he will be
able to use those losses to offset the income
required to be reported from the S corporation.
The 1986 Act also requires that, beginning in
1987, all S corporations adopt a calendar year
unless they can demonstrate a true business
reason for adopting a fiscal year. This provision
in the law applies not only to new S corporations, but even to existing S corporations. Thus,
any S corporation currently on a fiscal tax year
generally will be required to have a short tax
year for 1987.
Furthermore, the shareholders of an S corporation with a fiscal year will be required to include on their individual tax returns for 1987
more than 12 months of income, i.e., fiscal year
1987 and short year calendar 1987.
For example, a shareholder of an S corpora6

tion with a fiscal year ending on August 31,
1987, will be required to report on his 1987 individual income tax return 12 months of income
from the fiscal year 1987 and four months of
income for the short calendar year September
1 through December 31, 1987.
In order to reduce the impact on such individual taxpayers, the 1986 Act allows the taxpayer
to elect to spread the income of the short year
over a four -year period beginning with 1987
and ending in 1990. As a tax planning strategy,
fiscal year S corporations should attempt to
shift income to the short tax year in 1987 because the income can be reported by their
stockholders over a four -year period. Similarly,
expenses should be shifted out of the short tax
year.
The repeal of the General Utilities doctrine
also will affect S corporations. The General
Utilities doctrine, named after the Supreme
Court case which set forth this principle, generally allowed a corporation to recognize no gain
or loss on the distribution of appreciated property to its shareholders. Thus, corporations
were allowed to distribute appreciated property
to their shareholders and avoid having the appreciation subjected to double taxation. The
corporation would pay no tax on the appreciation, and only the shareholder would have to
pay a capital gains tax.
Beginning this year, the General Utilities doctrine is repealed. Corporations are required to
recognize gain or loss on a liquidating distribution as if the corporation had sold the property
to the distributee shareholder at its fair market
value. In order to assure that regular corporations would not elect Subchapter S status
merely to bypass the repeal of this doctrine
(because S corporations generally do not pay
tax), the 1986 Act introduced a new concept referred to as the "recognized built -in gain."
An S corporation has recognized built -in gain
only when it disposes of property it owned
when it made the S corporation election. The
recognized built -in gain is the amount by which
the fair market value of the property at the time
an S election is made exceeds the basis of the
property on that date. The tax is imposed on
the recognized built -in gain if the property is
disposed of within 10 years after the S election
is made. Thus, if a corporation waits 10 years
between electing S corporation status and selling its property, the recognized built -in gain will
not be taxed at the corporate level. Furthermore, any corporation which is an S corporation prior to 1987 and any new corporation after
1986 which elects S status immediately upon
being incorporated will not be subject to the
111#50
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For the best
mortgage refinancing deal,
come to the people
who wrote the book.
How Much Cash Can You Get?
When do you refinance? How much cash can you get out of it? What type of mortgage do you
want'?�What�about�points?�Settlement�charges?�Fees?�These�questions�affect�your�bottom�line�—and
you get profitable answers to every one, when you refinance with Beneficial Mortgage Corporation.

Your Faster Path To Profit
We wrote the book on Successful Refinancing, to give you the tips that will make your
deal most profitable and convenient. And because we specialize in refinancing, you
get quick, easy action at Beneficial Mortgage Corporation. Rates that make
refinancing even more attractive. Service that smoothes the way to a

eiS � rc� nQ
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speedy, profitable transaction.

Big�Savings�—�Two Ways!

You can use refinancing money to consolidate

loans on which you're now paying non-deductible
interest, so that you may get an immediate tax advantage—as�mortgage�interest�is�still�fully�tax�-�deductible
under the new tax laws.* And with Beneficial you also
save through our competitive rate mortgages and low
processing fees.
Your savings start with our toll -free number:

V 0

A ON
to
1iigu eneet
t o j1ncts.
A' A
e'

1- 800 - 441 -9834
Call us for rates, information, a simple application.
Send in this coupon, and wel l rush you a free cop y of "A
Homeowner's Guide to Successful Refinancing ", which gives you
all�the�facts,�figures,�and�techniques�you�need�to�refinance�—plus
practical examples and a special checklist.
'This tax advantage may not apply to mortgage loans in existence prior to August 17, 1986. Interest is
deductible only on outstanding debt that does not exceed what you paid for your house plus what you spent for
home improvements. The new tax law makes an exception if yo u borrow to pay medical and educational
expenses and to make home improvements.

YES, 1 wan t to in c rease m y savin gs b y refin ancing m y m ortgage the quick,
easy , an d mo st p ro fitab le way . Please sen d m e com pletely without charge:
❑
❑

A Ho meo wn er's G u i d e t o S u ccess fu l Refn a nci ng
A si mp le mortg ag e ap plicat io n
Name
Add
State

Pleas e m a il to :Dep artm e n t D
P.O. Bo x 6085
Newark, DE 19714 -6085
This offe r not ava ila ble in a ll s ta tes .
Circle number 8 on reply card.

Beneficial®
Mortgage
Co r p o r a t io n
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Computers
and
Accounting
Alfred M. King, Editor

IFPS /PERSONAL: The Future for
Spreadsheet Packages?
"Innovative" is not an appropriate way to describe many financial software packages these
days. Most of them are just LOTUS 1 -2 -3
clones with a cheaper price tag, which is great
if you think LOTUS 1 -2 -3 is state of the art but
not so great if you are looking for a different
approach to spreadsheet manipulation.
Enter IFPS /Personal by Execucom, Inc. This
financial planning language, also called financial modeling software, is an attempt by Execucom to capture some of the brilliance of its
mainframe version of IFPS (Interactive Financial Planning System) and fit it into a 512K PC.
What makes IFPS /Personal different? For
starters, it is in English. Rather than equating
each variable to a series of cell locations, as
LOTUS does, IFPS simply lets the user define
the variables in a logical format that is highly
readable and easy to debug. It also is nonprocedural; that is, variables need not be entered
in any particular order.
IFPS /Personal may be used for any analytical topic that management wishes to address
ranging from strategic planning to inventory decisions. Cash flow modeling can be performed
easily as well as exploration of acquisition /divestiture alternatives. The keys to using such
powerful software are to understand the limitations of the "model" and its results and to recognize the creative energy that may be released as users /managers realize the power of
such software.

A Few Options
The "goal seeking" option is a truly superior
feature of IFPS /Personal. Coming up with a
breakeven equation on most spreadsheet
packages involves inputting a complicated (and
non - English) equation that must somehow take
every variable in the model into account. With
IFPS /Personal, no equation is needed; the
user simply chooses the goal -seek option in the
8

what -if mode and then specifies the desired
goal for one variable and the appropriate variable to be adjusted for achieving that goal. After a few seconds, the screen displays the various unit sales volumes required to achieve a
zero profit for each year, 1982 -1987.
Zero profit is not the only goal that may be
sought. Targeted net income, sales price,
costs, market share, or any other variable may
be the one chosen to be adjusted.
Report generation with IFPS is much more
complicated at first than with LOTUS 1 -2 -3.
IFPS requires the user to go through a maze of
modes and menu options to replicate what can
be done obviously with LOTUS_ The learning
curve for report generation is one tradeoff between spreadsheets and modeling languages,
IFPS /Personal has excellent graphics, which
can be viewed on the screen in shades of red,
blue, or black and white, and its bar graphs are
three - dimensional. More important, graphs can
be assembled easily.

A Package with Potential
For users accustomed to the mainframe version of IFPS, the Personal version may be disappointing because it lacks the powerful simulation capabilities of the mainframe package
and can at times be more difficult to use. However, IFPS /Personal models built on a PC can
be booted up easily to a mainframe and then
manipulated with all the usual mainframe IFPS
capabilities such as simulation, sensitivity analysis, and optimization.
The software may be used on an IBM PC,
XT, or AT and any IBM compatibles. It requires
512K memory and a hard disk. Price is $895,
and there's a hotline service in operation 12
hours a day for package purchasers. For further information about IFPS /Personal, contact
Rich Tuttle, Execucom, Inc., 9442 Capitol of
Texas Highway North, Arboretum Plaza One,
Austin, Tex. 78759, or call 512 - 346 -4980 or 1800 -531 -5038 (outside Texas and Canada).
As a final note, IFPS /Personal is not a software package that can be mastered in a couple
of hours. On several occasions I have found
myself staring at a frozen screen that has to be
rebooted, and I am still not sure if the problems
stem from software defects, improper configuration, or, most likely, from my not yet mastering the subtle quirks of the software package.
In any case, IFPS /Personal has a lot of potential and possibly could enjoy widespread popularity in the future as an alternative to LOTUS 12-3 and its many clones.
Terry L. Campbell, accounting /MIS professor
David Henderson, graduate assistant
University of Central Florida
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

Restructuring Improves Efficiency
Corporate restructuring is a painful process, but
it has made American companies more efficient, according to the Conference Board. The
Board bases this conclusion on the fact that
companies' adjusted or operating profits after
taxes increased 22% a year between 1982 and
1986, considerably above the 6% annual rise in
reported profits. Because of lower inflation and
tax changes in the early 1980s, reported profits
have been understated, according to Gerd -Ulf
Krueger, Board economist. "Restructuring has
clearly made many firms leaner and improved
their performance. By writing off unproductive
facilities, cutting labor and overhead costs, and
investing in state -of -the -art equipment, companies have generally boosted their underlying
profitability." The Board's analysis is based on
a report, "Efficiency Gains and Profitability Economic Analysis Program."

More Controls Needed to Prevent
Computer Fraud, Says E &W
Computer fraud is draining an estimated $3 billion to $5 billion annually from U.S. corporations, and it will grow in frequency and sophistication unless corporat ions establish and
maintain better internal controls. This is the major finding in "Computer Fraud," a 54 -page report to the National Commission on Fraudulent
Financial Reporting just released by Ernst &
Whinney. The report notes that the average
drain on an organization victimized by computer fraud is almost $600,000, which is more than
25 times the average "conventional" fraud.
Among the 10 recommendations in the report:
Audit committees should oversee management's implementation and maintenance of
an adequate system of internal control —including controls over computerized accounting systems.
Organizations should adopt formal codes of
conduct that include policies related to computer resources.
Internal auditors should have the knowledge
and capability to review and evaluate the ad10

equacy of internal controls over computerized systems.
Periodic comprehensive reviews of internal
controls, including controls over computerized accounting systems, should be performed by the internal or independent
auditors.
To obtain a copy of the report, write to Stephen M. Paroby, partner, E &W, 2000 National
City Center, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

NAA Members Support Tariffs
on Japanese Goods
In a recent survey of its members, NAA found
that corporate decision makers support the
President's proposed tariff increase by a 76%
margin, but 84% said the sanctions would have
little or no effect on their own company's economic condition. When asked if the sanctions
would be good for the U.S. economy, 40% of
the corporate executives said yes, 22% said
no, 35% said they would have little impact, and
only 3% said they would have no impact. The
results are based on a random survey, conducted in April, of 1,000 NAA members with a
21 % response rate.

Reviving the CASB?
Although the Cost Accounting Standards Board
went out of business in 1980, the 19 standards
it promulgated are still in effect. Now Sen. William Proxmire (D- Wis.), chairman of the Banking Committee, has introduced a bill designed
to improve government accountability over federal contracts. The bill would require the Office
of Federal Procurement Policy to assume the
duties and responsibilities previously assigned
to the Cost Accounting Standards Board, set
up a profits reporting system, and conduct periodic profitability studies. The reporting system
would be designed to provide data about contractor profits and make it possible for periodic
profit studies to be prepared.

Business /Accounting Briefs
Financial Executives Research Foundation has
published a report on EDGAR, the Electronic
Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval System
begun by the Securities & Exchange Commission in 1984. Pilot participants in the program,
which included such companies as Aluminum
Company of America, AT &T, Dow Jones & Co.,
General Electric, and General Motors Acceptance Corp., generally were favorably disposed
to the program.
0
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Now, a retail man agement
system you'll applaud:

on the Tandy 3000
has the power and the speed to
get the job done.
Bravol takes the guesswork out
of retail management. It's a fine tuned, flexible system that packs
four powerful, fully integrated applications for Point -of -Sale, Inventory Control, Accounts Receivable
and Billing. Each application is instantly at your command. With
these systems you handle both
routine and sophisticated operations with speed, accuracy
and simplicity. And
fBravo!includes
eatures you'd expect to find only
in the most expensive management
systems —such as
custom report formatting and a pop -up calculator. And the system is
easy to expand with Payroll,

Are you in control of your retail
business? Do you
know what's
selling hot and
what's not?
N # What's in
r •stock and
what's
not?
Who's raid.
who's not? That's why we
created a retail management system that can't
be beat, featuring the
Tandy 3000 HL
and Bravo!®business software.
The 512K
Tandy 3000 HL
computer (25-407
$1699)
to your everyday
is perfectly
busin
concerns of retail marketing. It
TANDY COMPUTERS:In Business

for Business°

...

Price applies at Radio Shack Computer Centers and participating stores and dealers.
Monitor and software nor included BravoVTM Armor Systems, Inc.

Circle number 4 on reply card.

Accounts Payable and General
Ledger modules.
Thousands of satisfied customers rely on Bravo!to control inventory and margins, and simplify
selling in almost every conceivable kind of business. Retailers,
distributors, dealerships and service businesses have found Bravol
to be just what they needed for a
top -rate performance. Best of all,
Bravo!is easy to learn and even
easier to use.
Take control of your business
with one of the best retail management systems available. Bravo!
and the Tandy 3000 HL will put
the answers you need right at
your fingertips. With the most sophisticated and practical accounting and reporting techniques
available today, you'll lead the applause every time.

Radialhaelt
COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDV CORPORATION

Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

MAP Meets at FASB
For several years, the Management Accounting
Practices (MAP) Committee has been holding
one of its meetings each year at the offices of
the Financial Accounting Standards Board in
Stamford. At this year's meeting on March 31,
FASB project managers reported on the status
of the projects that they direct including: Accounting for Income Taxes, Accounting for
Stock Compensation Plans, and Consolidations
and the Equity Method,
Board member Victor Brown discussed other
issues of concern to FASB. Governmental accounting issues were addressed by James Antonio, chairman of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, who provided a broad
overview of GASB matters.
The MAP Committee did more than listen to
these reports and pose relevant questions.
NAA's representatives discussed a paper titled
"Accounting for Indirect Production Costs."
The Committee had looked at an earlier version
drafted by the Subcommittee on SMA Promulgation with a recommendation that the MAP
Committee approve it for publication. The MAP
Committee did approve this draft, and the
Statement will be published separately and in
this issue as SMA 4G.
The MAP Committee agreed on comments to
be submitted to:
• FASB, on its exposure draft, "Consolidation
of All Majority -Owned Subsidiaries."
• FASB, on the direct vs, indirect approaches
to reporting cash flow from operations.
• International Federation of Accountants, on
two exposure drafts dealing with auditing.

SEC Proposes Peer Review
The Securities & Exchange Commission has issued for public comment a proposal to require
a peer review program for accounting firms that
audit companies whose stock is publicly traded.
12

Under the proposal, the accounting firms would
undergo a peer review of their auditing practices once every three years.
Accounting firms would have the option of
satisfying the requirements by having the review performed by either an existing peer review organization, such as the SEC Practice
Section of the American Institute of CPAs, or by
having the review supervised by the Commission itself. It is estimated that, currently, about
84% of all SEC registrant companies are audited by accounting firms that are members of the
SEC Practice Section. The proposal also asks
for comments on (a) the advisability of requiring
registrant companies to disclose nonparticipa-

tion by their auditors in a peer review rather
than mandating peer reviews, and (b) alternative peer review approaches to lighten the potential cost impact on small accounting firms.

FASB Board Actions
Progress on FASB projects usually comes in
bits and pieces. The Board will, at meetings, arrive at tentative decisions regarding certain aspects of agenda projects. Some actions taken
on current projects were:
Accounting for Income Taxes—the Board reviewed conclusions expressed in the exposure
draft and tentatively decided to (a) retain the
exclusion of discounting from the scope of the
project, (b) reverse itself by allowing the departure from deferred tax accounting for APB
Opinion 23 temporary differences, and (c) retain the exposure draft proposals for recognition of a tax benefit for deductible amounts in
future years.

Financial Instruments and "Off- Balance-

Sheet" Financing —the Board t entatively
agreed that the market value of all recognized
and unrecognized financial assets and liabilities
should be disclosed, except those for which
management is unable to determine market
value. If market value cannot be determined,
other information about the financial instrument
and the reasons why market value cannot be
determined would be required to be disclosed.

Structure Committee Issues Final Report
The Structure Committee of the Financial Accounting Foundation (FAF) has issued its final
report regarding jurisdictional issues that have
surfaced between the FASB and GASB (See
MAP, May'87). In its report, the Structure Committee recommended that the FAF trustees not
reconsider jurisdictional matters at this time,
because a five -year review of the structure and
$1 50
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WITHOUTBACKUP.
Crossing your fingers is great when you're telling your
mother -in -law you'd love to have her visit for a month. But,
you are pressing your luck when you run your computer
system without backup protection.
Crossed fingers won't help when a crash wipes out your data
and you have to spend hour after hour trying to retrieve
what has been lost, recreate what has been
forgotten or re -enter what is gone.
But, a Cipher 5400 tape backup system can
offer dependable security for that important
data. Designed for today's high capacity

stand alone, self powered unit offering 60 megabytes of fast
backup and compatibility with such networks as Novell. The
5400 is completely read /write compatible with IBM's 6157
tape backup system. And, Cipher backs it with a two -year
warranty and six-month warranty exchange program. *
Best of all, the Cipher 5400 frees your fingers for more
important tasks, like signing contracts and

disks systems on the IBM PC XT, AT and
compatibles, the Cipher 5400 is available as a

shaking hands after a successful deal.
So, why not uncross your fingers and use one
to dial 1- 800 -843 -3751, Ext. 9; or within
California, 1 -800- 722 -0670, Ext. 9, for more
information about the Cipher
5400 backup system.

OM5400DR. SMM
Circle number 3 on reply card.
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• If your 5400 fails to operate within the test six months of use, Ciplx -r will replace it. IBM PC XT, AT and IBM 6157are trademarks of IBM Corporation. Cipher is a Repstered Tmdemark of Cipher Data Products, Inc.

Institute of Certified
Management
Accountants
James Bulloch, Editor

Beyer Medal Winners— December 1986 CMA Examinations

r]

The Institute of Certified Management
Accountants is pleased to announce
the award winners for the December
1986 CMA examination. Richard W.
Alm, plant controller at La Petite Boulangerie in Carson, Calif., won the
Beyer Gold Medal for the highest
scores on the examination. Marie E.
Emmendorfer, winner of the Beyer
Silver Medal, is a graduate assistant
at Saginaw Valley State College in
University Center, Mich. Robert C. Kirby of Pacifica, Calif., a self - employed
consultant and instuctor at Golden
Gate University in San Francisco and

I

t

Alm

Emmendorfer

mance for their achievements on the
examination. They are Carl M. Hussey, staff financial accountant at the
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, III.; David
C. Ott, a member of the audit staff at
the Philadelphia office of Ernst &
Whinney; Steven R. Saltzman, staff
accountant at Price Waterhouse, Philadelphia, and a member of the Philadelphia Chapter of the NAA; Walter J.
Skipper, staff accountant at Ernst &
Whinney's Milwaukee office; and Barbara E. Wezelman, staff accountant
at Arthur Andersen's Sacramento
office.
Profiling the Winners
Gold Medal winner Richard Alm
graduated from the University of California at Santa Barbara with a B.S.
degree in economics. He then earned
an MBA degree from Cal State University at Bakersfield. Before assuming his current position at La Petite
Boulangerie, he was employed as
plant controller, regional controller,
and director of financial reporting for
a number of other companies in the
food industry. He is a member of the

West Los Angeles Chapter.
Marie Emmendorfer, who won the
Silver Medal, graduated from Saginaw
Valley State College with a BBA degree in accounting. She is presently
enrolled in the graduate work study
program at Saginaw Valley State.
Robert Kirby, the Bronze Medal winner, earned an MBA degree at Golden
Gate University in San Francisco. Before establishing his own consulting
practice in 1985, he held a number of
positions at Ross Stores, Inc., and later became vice president and CFO at
Canterbury International, a wholesale
and specialty retail organization. Mr.
Kirby teaches at the Graduate School
of Management at Golden Gate University, and at the School of Management at JFK University.
Student Performance Award winner
Dick Williams is a graduate student at
the University of Mississippi in University, Miss., where he is working on his
Ph.D. degree in accountancy. His undergraduate degree was earned at
The School of the Ozarks, and he recently completed his MBA degree at
the University of Central Arkansas.
He also has worked in retail store
management and real estate.
A total of 2,328 candidates sat for
the December 1986 CMA examination, and 398 candidates completed
the examination requirements. Selected statistics for the last three examinations are presented below.
The first of two 1987 examinations
will be held this month at 70 locations
throughout the United States. The
ICMA estimates that over 2,300 candidates will be taking the exam.
For further information about the
Certified Management Accountant
Program, write to: ICMA, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1759, or
El
call (201) 573 -6300.

Passing Rates on the CMA Examination
Kirby

Williams

at JFK University in Orinda, Calif.,
won the Beyer Bronze Medal. John R.
(Dick) Williams, a graduate student at
the University of Mississippi, won the
Student Performance Award.
Five other CMA candidates won
Certificates of Distinguished Perfor14

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

Examination Part
1 Economics and Business Finance
2 Organization and Behavior Including Ethical
Considerations
3 Public Reporting Standards, Auditing and Taxes
4 Internal Reporting and Analysis
5 Decision Analysis, Including Modeling and Information
Systems

December
1985
43%

June
1985
43%

December
1986
40%

46%
48%
41%

40%
34%
42%

44%
50%
39%

49%

43%

46%
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WHENY017REABOUTTO
SIGNACHECKFORAMILLIONDOLLARS
WORTHOFSOFTWARENHATTHOUGHTS
GOTHROUGHYOURMIND.7

It's natural to lose a little sleep when
you're theperson responsiblefor choosing a
softwarecompany.
Butifthecompanyyou chooseis
McCormack &Dodge,your nightscanbe
a little more peaceful.
You canrestassuredknowingthree
things about us.
First,our product line is wide anddeep.
It encompasses financial, humanresource

andmanufacturingpackages,plusa comprehensive set of application tools. It runs
onminisaswellasmainframes,andsupports the major database alternatives,
includingDB2.Itgivesyou virtuallyevery
piece ofsoftware you'llever need.
Second,we back this product line with
intense support.We train,we service, we
get you up andrunningin less timethan
you'dever believe. Ask aroundandyou'll

see thisisn't just a salesclaim. Users give
us exceptionally highsatisfaction ratings.
Third, wehave greater strength and stability than any other competitor in the
businesssoftwareindustry.Becausewe're
partofDun&Bradstreet,a bluechip successstory for nearlya centuryanda half.
So,beforeyou gosigninganybigchecks,
writeyourselfa memo.
TocontactMcCormack &Dodge.
Circle number 9 on reply card.

McCormack & Dodge
a company of
1hcDun & Bradstreet Corporation
BD
D
Financial, human resource, manufacturing, and application development software for mainframe and minicomputer environments. Call 1 -300. 343.0325.
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Managing Your Career
Robert Half, Contributing Editor

My Boss Is Incompetent —What Do I Do?
I've ended up between that proverbial rock and a hard place at my
company. I've been working as an
assistant controller for the same
boss for 10 years, and have risen
along with him . Now , he's been
prom oted to a job he's quickly
proved himself incapable of handling. His reputation and future
have taken a dramatic downturn
and, frankly, I don't w ant to go
down the tube with him. How do I
protect my own future without being a turncoat?
Your predicament is faced by many
people, including U.S. vice presidents
who, when faced with running for the
presidency themselves, must walk a
fine line between being loyal to their
boss —the President —and separating
themselves from his (or, some day,
her) unpopular policies. It isn't easy to
do, but there are some guidelines.
I gather from your letter that you've
been loyal to your boss over the 10
years, which is as it should be. I also
assume you've spent those 10 years
helping him look good which is, again,
expected.
Now, it's time to focus more on
your image and reputation, time to
make you look good— without abandoning your boss's cause.
Th e firs t t h in g you should do
(chances are your boss will be around
for, at least, awhile) is to begin expanding your sphere of exposure
throughout the company — without
ever once being critical of your boss. I
urge this for two reasons, one having
to do with decency, the other more
prag mat ic . Th e d ec enc y asp ec t
needs no explanation. The pragmatic
view reminds you that as long as your
boss is still your boss, he can fire you.
16

Don't discount the possibility; it's happen ed n u merous t im es wh ere a
wounded leader misplaces blame and
takes it out on subordinates.
The key is to establish your own
identity to shuck any image of being
too closely tied to your boss while, simultaneously, putting subtle distance
between you. Make it a point to spend
time with other department heads on
the basis of exploring ways to work
more closely together. It will take all
the political skill you can muster to
keep from appearing to be jumping
ship, but it can be done as long as
you refrain from bad - mouthing your
present boss. And, by the way, casually let your boss know about these
meetings. Present it to him as simply
wanting to initiate new projects and
working relationships with others on
behalf of him and his department,
As with everything else in life, timing plays a role. In your case, it seems
that things have progressed enough
to eliminate the possibility of your actin g too early. For oth ers in your
shoes, however, bear in mind that if
you act too early, you run the risk of
having misjudged just how vulnerable
your boss really is_ He might be about
to bounce back strong, and will view
premature attempts to abandon ship
as an act of disloyalty.
On the other hand, if you wait too
long to begin "networking" in your
own self- interest, it can be interpreted
as a sort of palace coup in which
you're working to bring about the demise of your boss in order to steal his
job.
The way you handle yourself during
this period of establishing your independent stature within the company is
crucial to your corporate life once
your boss is gone. Any potential new

superiors will view your actions from a
self- serving perspective. If you've
gone around criticizing your former
boss, the assumption is you'll do the
same to a new on e. W hile you're
building your own identity, you must
constantly be supporting your failing
boss and his department's mission.
Too often, subordinates interpret a
company's dissatisfaction with an executive as giving them the right to do
the same. It doesn't work that way.
The company has a right to be overtly
un happ y with s om eone's p erformance. You, as someone working for
that individual, do not have that right.
Some bosses make it virtually impossible for subordinates to break
away during such a situation. They
demand that all those working for
them stand strong and back the boss.
If this is the case with your boss, that
rock and hard place become even
harder. I've known situations like this
in which the end result was not only
the firing of the boss, but most of his
subordinates as well.
I don't envy the position in which
you've found yourself. All I can urge
you to do is to support your boss and
your department while, at the same
time, making a concerted effort to
make your own individual abilities and
worth known to others. Avoid the gossip mills, work even harder at your job
and, if the ax does fall on your boss,
treat him with kindness. That ax can
fall on anyone.
El
Mr. Half is chairman of Robert Half,
International, Inc., a financial and data
processing recruiting firm with more
than 100 offices worldwide. Most offices are independently owned and
operated
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"Do you have one that says 'Congratulations on your leveraged buyout'?"
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Streamline your accounting

with a Tandy 3000 HD multiuser system.
Multiuser efficiency

XENIX Accounting Software

keeps your business running

The Tandy 3000 HD is your key
to total office automation. That's
because it's designed to use the
XENIX® System V multiuser operating system. The result? With

sm o o thly . Increase productivity
with Gen eral Ledger, Accounts Receivab le, Accounts Payable, Order
En try /Inventory and Sales Analysis.

shared resources, your office becomes more productive than ever.

More than IBM' —for less
The Tandy 3000 HD is compatible with the IBM PC /AV —yet offers greater hard disk storage (40
megabytes vs. the PC /AT's 30), and
is priced at only $4299 (vs. $5295
for the PC /AT *).

With low -cost terminals (like our
DT -100), a to tal o f six users can
sha re th e p o wer o f t h e 300 0 H D—
workin g in d ep en d e n tly wh ile sh aring software, d ata an d p erip h erals.
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Based on the 16 -bit Intel 80286
microprocessor, the Tandy 3000 HD
operates at 8 MHz for high -speed
performance. The 3000 HD features 640K main memory and a
high- capacity 5 1 / 4 " disk drive that
allows it to run either IBM PC or
PC /AT software.

Seeing is believing
Find out how your firm can benefit from a Tandy 3000 HD (25 -4011)
accounting system. Visit a Radio
Shack Computer Center today.

—
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Ava il a b l e a t o ve r
1200
Radfo Shack Computer Cantata and at
par64a11109Raado Shack stores and deabrs.

TANDY COMPUTERS: In Business . . . for Business'"
'Based onIBM'sprice Us[ asof November 1986. Tandy3000HO priceapplies atRadio ShackComputer Centersand
pirtldpatinp�AT�/Rep.�TM�International�Business�Machines�Corp.
stores and dealers. Monitor, dataterminals and XENIX not included. XENIX/Rep. TMMicrosoftCorp.IBM
arld�18M��

Radiallhaek

COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Circle number 5 on reply card.

Letters
T O T HE E DI T O R

Erwin S. Koval, Editor
This department welcomes comments on any topic

of interest affecting the accounting community in
general and NAA in particular. Correspondence is

THE MicroMash
Review
WINNERS!!!
You can be a winner with the CPA,
CMA and CIA Reviews developed
s p eci f i cal l y fo r ac c o u n t i n g
professionals. Great for individuals
and o ffi ces , th e MicroM ash
Reviews are a ti me and cost
effi ci en t c o mp u t e r as s i s t ed
ins tructi on al tool co nt ai ni ng
personalized study options and
record keeping functions. Easy to
use, the MicroMash Reviews create
a highly mo t i vat i n g, in st an t
learn i n g at mo s p here for each
c e r t i f i c a t i o n . IBM'"" PCs or
compatibles.
Call 1- 800 - 241 -9700
for brochure or
DEMO information.

MicroMash CMA Review ...
contains over 750 multiple- choice
q u es t i o n s and 50 in t eracti ve
essay /problems covering all five
sections of the exam.

MicroMash CPA Review ...
includes over 2,100 multiple- choice
questions and essay /problems that
interact with the user. CPA Review
Pass or Refund guarantee available
for individuals.

MicroMash CIA Review...
contains over 700 multiple - choice
q u es t i o n s and 20 in teract ive
essay /problems covering all four
sections.

E3

14 Inverness Drive ado 0112
Englewood, Colorado 60112
(800) 241 -9700
In Colorado: 1303) 799 -0099

MicroMas&

MICRO MAnaged Study Help
Circle number 13 on reply card.

not limited to comments about material previously
published in this magazine. Letters cannot be acknowledged individually, and the Editor reserves
the right to edit for space or for other reasons. All
correspondence must be signed, but your identity
will be protected if requested. Address all letters to
The Editor, Management Accounting, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760.

On Consolidation of Statements
The article addressing the question of
whether finance subsidiaries should be
consolidated (April '87) made a number
of good points, especially as to the diversity of practices. The conclusion,
however, seems to me to require a leap
of faith. The authors stated that the
purpose of consolidated financial statements is to provide useful information
to the financial statement users. I am
not convinced that fully consolidated financial statements result in more meaningful and more useful information.
My company no longer has any material unconsolidated subsidiaries, but
once when it did, I prepared a full consolidation, including an entity in a different business, which we reported on
the equity method. At the time, the full
consolidation seemed like a good idea to
me for many of the reasons mentioned
by the authors. However, absolutely no
one was interested in the product —no
one inside the company, no one outside
the company. Analysts and rating agencies never asked for fully consolidated
financial statements. My experience is
that analysts find the separate pieces as
currently reported more useful.
If full consolidation is mandated as
the authors argue that it should, the financial condition and results of the basic business would be obfuscated, and
analysis would be hindered. For example, I believe it would be more difficult

to analyze the automobile manufacturing results and returns if GM, Ford,
and Chrysler consolidated their financial services subsidiaries. I would suggest, further, that full consolidation of
finance subsidiaries would make those
companies that have finance subsidiaries no longer comparable with the rest
of the companies in their industry.
I hope the FASB will ask financial
analysts, credit grantors, rating agencies
and other users of financial statements
whether fully consolidated financial
statements are, in fact, more useful.
Robert R. Meyer
Bridgewater, N.J.
Update on "Taxes"
In the "Taxes" co lumn of the April
1987 iss ue of MANAGEMENT AcCOUNTING (p. 8) the "three sets of depreci at i o n rul es in ef f e c t " were
described.
The Class Life Asset Depreciation
Range (CLADR) System pertained to
assets acquired after 1970 and before
1981.
The system for property acquired in
years 1970 and prior results in a fourth
set of rules, and when you consider the
various state systems, the number becomes endless.
Manuel Hendler
Manager of Taxes
The Okonite Company, Inc.
Ramsey, N.J.
Likes What He Reads
Mr. Daniel C. Ferguso n's "A CE O's
View of the Controller" (Feb. '87), was
the best and most concise article I have
ever seen on this subject.
It's great to see a CEO who understands how important a controller is to
an organization.
An ex- controller.
William Ronald Dolan
Hilo, Hawaii
Change of Address?
Send present address label
and new address including
zip code to;
Membership Records,
NAA,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760.
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COSTACCOUNTN
I GAND
COSTMANAGEMENTS
I SUES
There is not a single blueprint for cost
accounting and cost management that all
organizations are adopting as JIT is implemented.

By George Foster and Charles T. Horngren
Just -in -time (JIT) philosophy and methods are being adopted by many companies. As part of our
research, we interviewed representatives from
North American, European, and Japanese companies that have introduced JIT. Representatives
from public accounting /consulting firms hired by
co mp a n i es i mp l emen t i n g J IT also were
interviewed.
What Is JIT?
JIT is a philosophy that focuses on undertaking
activities immediately as needed or demanded.
Four aspects pivotal to JIT are:
• The elimination of all activities that do not add
value to a product or service. In the context of
JIT, "not adding value" is a buzz - phrase loosely used to describe any activities or resources
that are targets for reduction or elimination.
• A commitment to a high level of quality. Doing
things right the first time is crucial if no time is
allowed for rework.
• A commitment to continuous improvement in
the efficiency of an activity.
• An emphasis on .simplification and increased
visibility to identify activities that do not add
value.
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The term JIT also is used to refer to operations
management methods in functional areas such as
purchasing and production. JIT purchasing can
be adopted by retailers, wholesalers, distributors,
and manufacturing organizations. JIT production
only can be ad o p t ed by man u fa ct u ri n g
organizations.
Choices in Cost Accounting
Cost or management accounting systems have
two major purposes: product costing, and planning and control (hereafter referred to as control).
Choices of product costing methods and detailed
cost records should consider the following:
• Cost - benefit tests for designing and changing
management accounting systems are paramount and pervasive. Elaborate systems are expensive in time and money. They are installed
or changed only if managers believe collective
operations will be sufficiently improved.
• Systems for product costing and control should
be tailored to the underlying operations and not
vice versa.
• Systems for control are common to all product
costing systems. Examples include responsibility acco u nt i ng, bu dget in g, and vari ance
analysis.
• Management accounting systems are only one
19

source of information for executives. Other
sources include personal observation and nonfinancial measures such as set -up times and the
percentage of defective products.

_F

Motivations for Change
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George Foster is
professor of
Accounting at Stanford
University. A member
of the Peninsula -Palo
Alto Chapter of the
National Association of
Accountants, Dr.
Foster has research
interests in how
changing technology
affects the design of
cost accounting and
cost management
systems.

Charles T. Horngren is
the Edmund W.
Littlefield Professor of
Accounting at Stanford
University. He also is a
member of the NAA,
where he was on its
Research Planning
Committee for three
years and was a
member of the Board
of Regents of the
Institute of Certified
Management
Accountants.
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The changes in cost accounting we are discussing
have several motivations:
1. Develop more accurate product cost information. Uses include decisions on pricing, on the
product mix, and in cost -based reimbursement
contracts. The accounting system is the primary s ource of pro duct cost information for
management.
2. Better control of cost incurrence. JIT focuses
on reducing total costs for the firm as a whole,
not individual costs or departmental costs.
Changes here may have several motivations.
• Avoid or diminish dysfunctional decisions
oft en as s oci at ed with the ex is ti ng
cost accounting system, or
• Change in the comparative advantage of accounting versus nonaccounting variables
in cost control.
3. Reduce the costs of the system. A key aspect of
JIT is the simplification of all activities. Simplification extends to the cost systems in the organization as well as to operational areas such as
purchasing and production.

Some companies schedule "Vendor Day" programs several times a year to inform vendors of
their requirements. These requirements can be
stringent with stiff' penalties for nonconformance.
For example, Hewlett- Packard has contracts with
some suppliers to its Boise plant that stipulate if a
four -hour window is missed more than three times

At one of
Motorola's
semiconductor
plants, all labor and
overhead standards
ha ve been
eliminated.

JIT Purchasing
JIT purchasing calls for goods to be delivered
immediately before demand or use. Companies
adopting JIT purchasing methods report a substantial increase in the number of individual deliveries, each containing a smaller number of units.
The costs and time associated with purchasing activities have been reduced in one or more of the
following ways:
Number of suppliers decreased and a reduction
in the resources devoted to purchase negotiations.
IBM at its Lexington, Kentucky plant cut the
number of its suppliers from 640 to 32.
Long -term agreements signed with chosen suppliers that stipulate the price and acceptable quality
levels. Negotiations do not occur for each purchase transaction. Some firms use an advanced delivery schedule (ADS) when purchasing goods.
This schedule establishes the daily (or even hourly) delivery schedule for a time period such as a
month. Clearly, firms using a schedule require a
high degree ofcertainty regarding demand or production for the time period covered by the ADS.
For example, several Toyota automobile plants
freeze the production schedule at least one month
in advance.
Companies frequently communicate details to
vendors about quality and delivery specifications.

in a year, their contract would be up for renewal.
"Shop- ready" containers used Activities associated with packaging and unpackaging are examples where "nonvalue added" costs often are incu rred . Emphasis is placed on having "t h e
correct" number of units in individual containers.
In this way, all facets of material handling are diminished, often including the use of large material- handling equipment,
Minimal checking by purchasers of the quality
and quantity of goods shipped. The cost ofincoming quality inspection programs is reduced. For
example, the number of quality inspectors may be
dramatically lowered or even eliminated.
The goals set by firms switching to JIT purchasing are ambitious. For example, one company's objectives were: supplier productivity /price
improvements (30 %); total inventory and lead
time reduction (90 %); quality without inspection
(100 %); schedule performance (100 %); and packing /unpacking costs (90 %).'
How Cost Accounting Is Affected
Figure 1 links the motivations for changes in
the cost accounting system to each of the five specific changes in cost accounting associated with
JIT purchasing described below.
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JIT purchasing can affect the cost accounting
system in one or more of the following ways:
Increases the direct traceability ofcosts. In a traditional purchasing environment, many materials
handling and warehouse costs are incurred for
multipurpose facilities that service many different
product lines. Companies typically classify the
costs of operating such facilities as indirect costs.
With JIT the materials handling facilities are often dedicated to a single retail area or a single production line. Such operating costs can be classified
as direct costs of individual retail areas or production lines.

Changes the cost pools used to accumulate costs.
In traditional purchasing environments, separate
cost pools are sometimes used for purchasing, materials handling, quality inspection, and warehouse facilities. With JIT the warehouse facility
will be eliminated and materials handling costs
will be reduced. Consequently, the warehouse cost
pool will be eliminated.

Changes the bases used to allocate indirect costs
to production departments. If an organization previously collected purchasing, warehouse, and related costs in a single cost pool, the composition
of this pool will change. This has implications for
the choice of an allocation base. In a pure JIT setting, there will be no warehouse. Thus, warehouse
space is unavailable as an allocation base. Allocation bases such as dollar value of materials or the
number of deliveries may better capture the cause
and effect relationship between purchasing/materials han dli ng act i vi t i es an d ind irect cost
incurrence.

Reduces emphasis on individual purchase price
variance information. In traditional purchasing
environments, many organizations place great emphasis on purchase price variances. Favorable
purchasin g price variances can sometimes be
achieved by buying larger quantities to take advantage of price discounts or by buying lower
quality materials. In the JIT plant, the emphasis is
on the total cost of operations, not just on purchase price. Factors such as quality and availability are given heightened emphasis, even if they are
accompanied by higher purchase prices. Firms using JIT purchasing attempt to achieve price reductions by having long -term agreements with
suppliers. Purchase price variances for each delivery have much less significance under JIT.

Reduces the frequency or detail ofreporting of
purchase deliveries in the internal accounting system. In a JIT purchasing environment, the number of deliveries of goods (raw materials, etc.) increase substantially. Organizations have sought to
reduce the costs of processing information in the
internal accounting system in one or more of the
following ways:
1. Batching (summarizing) individual purchase
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

BackflushCosting
A backflush costing system focuses first on the output of an organization and then works backward when allocating costs between
cost of goods sold and inventory.
Silicon Valley Computers (SVC), a hypothetical company, manufactures keyboards for personal computers and has a backflush
costing system. The costing system has two trigger points for making entries in the internal accounting system: Purchase of raw materials and components, and the manufacture of a finished good
unit.
For the month of April, there are no beginning inventories of
raw materials, work -in- process, or finished goods. The standard
material cost per keyboard unit in April is $19. For product costing
purposes, SVC combines labor costs and indirect manufacturing
costs into a single conversion cost category. The standard conversion cost per keyboard unit in April is $12. SVC has two inventory
accounts: a combined Raw and WIP account and a finished goods
account.
The following steps are followed by SVC in its backflush costing
system:
1. Record the raw materials purchased in the reporting period.
Assume that during April materials purchases were $1,950,000.
Inventory -Raw and WIP
Accounts Payable

$1,950,000
$1,950,000

2. Determine the number of finished units manufactured during
the reporting period. Assume that 100,000 keyboard units were
manufactured in April.
3. Compute the standard cost of each finished unit. This step
typically will use a bill of materials. For SVC, the standard cost per
unit is $31 ($19 standard material cost + $12 standard conversion
cost).
4. Record the cost of finished goods manufactured in the reporting period:
Inventory- Finished Goods
Inventory -Raw and WIP
Conversion Cost

$3,100,000
$1,900,000
1,200,000

Assume that 99,000 units were sold during the month. The end of
month inventory balance for April would be:
Inventory -Raw and WIP
$50,000
Inventory- Finished Goods, 1,000
units @ $31
31,000
$81,000
The elimination of the work -in- process account considerably reduces the amount of detail in the internal accounting system.
(There still may be tracking of units on the production line, but
there is no "costs attach" tracking in the internal accounting system via work tickets.)
Variant No. 1
A variant of the above is a backflush cost system with the second
trigger point for making entries at the sale rather than at the manu-
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Backflush Costing (cant.)
facture of a finished good unit. The reasons are:
• To remove the incentive for managers to produce for inventory.
(Under the "costs attach" assumption implicit in job, operation
and process costing, period expenses can be reduced by producing units not sold and by increasing work -in- process.)
• To increase the focus of managers on a plant -wide goal (producing salable units) rather than an individual unit goal (such as
increase labor efficiency at an individual production cell).
This variant has the same effect on net income as immediate expensing to the period of all conversion costs.
The summary accounting entry would be:
Cost of Goods Sold
Inventory -Raw and Wip
Conversion Cost

$3,100,000
$1,900,000
1,200,000

Variant No. 2

JIT Production

The simplest version ofa backflush product costing system has
only one trigger point for making entries in the accounting system.
Assume this trigger point is the manufacture of a finished good
unit. For the example used previously, the summary entry would
be:

In a JIT production environment, each component on a production line is produced immediately
as needed by the next step in the production line.
Key aspects include:

Inventory- Finished Goods
Accounts Payable
Conversion Cost

$3,100,000
$1,900,000
1,200,000

Figure 1
Motivations for Cost Accounting
Changes With JIT Purchasing
More accurate product cost information.
• Changes in direct traceability ofcosts.
• Changes in cost pools.
• Changes in allocation bases.
Better control of cost incurrence.
• Reduced emphasis on individual purchasing price variance information and increased emphasis on total cost ofoperations (minimizes dysfunctional operating decisions often associated with existing cost accounting system).
Reduce the costs of the system.
• Reduction in the frequency or detail of reporting of purchase
deliveries.
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deliveries to avoid a separate transaction for each
delivery. Where there is an advance delivery
schedule (ADS), the transaction may relate to the
period of the delivery schedule. Where there is no
ADS, the individual deliveries may be batched on
a weekly basis and only the aggregate ofthe deliveries recorded as a transaction.
2. Using an electronic transfer system where the
initial purchase order (or delivery schedule) automatically sets up electronic data transfers at the
delivery date and electronic funds transfers at the
payment date.
An extreme case of reduction in detail is a
"backflush" costing system that has a single trigger point for making accounting entries (see sidebar). Backflushing can be extended to the purchasing function so that the first time materials
are recorded in the internal accounting system is
when finished goods using those materials are
completed.

• The production line is run on a demand -pull basis, so that activity at each work station is authorized by the demand of downstream work
stations. Therefore, work -in- process at each
work station is held to a minimum.
• Emphasis is on reducing the production lead
time (the time from the first stage of production
to when the finished product first leaves the
production line). Reduced lead time enables a
firm to respond better to changes in demand.
Another benefit is the reduction of manufacturing order changes.
• The production line is stopped ifwork- in -process is found defective. With JIT there are no
buffer inventories at each work station to keep
workers busy.
• Emphasis is on simplifying activities on the production line so that areas where nonvalue added
activities occur are highly visible and can be
eliminated. Firms adop ting JIT p roduction
methods usually have restructured the layout of
their plants. Much emphas is is placed on
streamlining material handling between successive work stations.
Dramatic improvements in operating performance have been reported by firms adopting JIT
production methods. A survey of five companies
reported 83 -92% reductions in production lead
time, 70 -89% reductions in work -in- progress, 7594% reductions in changeover time, and 39 -80%
reductions in space required for production
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

facilities.'
How Cost Accounting Is Affected
Figure 2 links the motivations for changes in
the cost accounting system to each of the five specific changes in cost accounting associated with
JIT production described below.
Companies adopting JIT production are making one or more of the following changes:
Increase in the direct traceability ofsome costs.
Direct traceability of cost items has been increased by changes in the underlying production
activities and by changes in the ability to trace

In the JIT plant, the
emphasis is on the
total cost of
operations, not just
on purchase price.

costs to specific production lines or areas.
The costs of many activities previously classified as indirect costs have been transferred to the
direct cost category in JIT plants. For example,
workers on the production line in JIT plants do
plant maintenance and plant setups. Previously,
such activities often were done by other workers
classified as indirect labor.
Equipment suppliers to JIT plants are increasingly being asked to provide equipment that facilitates high speed changeover of tools by production workers, on -line monitoring of quality, and
on -line packaging and labelling.
For those firms retaining direct labor as a separate cost category, these changes in the set ofproduction activities increase the direct traceability of
costs to individual product lines. These changes
mean that indirect cost pools associated with activities such as plant maintenance and setup are
likely to be eliminated (or at least combined with
other cost pools because of the previous pools' diminished materiality).
Even if the underlying production activities are
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

unchanged, data may now be captured more economically. There is increased use of time clocks,
minicomputers, and bar -coded identification
codes for production workers (as well as materials, parts, and machines). This has made it more
cost - effective to trace costs to specific production
lines or areas. Improvements in databases relating
to machine usage also are facilitating the development of cost functions that better capture cause
and effect relationships at the plant floor level.
IBM is exploring how to increase the ratio of
directly attributable product costs to total product
costs at its plants using JIT (and in other plants as
well). Controllers at plants where this ratio has
been increased have reported improved sourcing
decisions, cost reductions and improved competitiveness, and improved expense information to
manage product cost.'
Elimination (or at least reduction) of cost pools
for several activities classified as indirect. As we
described, underlying production activities can be
changed in JIT plants. Activities can be eliminated on the premise they do not add value. Prime
targets for elimination are storage areas for WIP
inventory and material handling facilities. Costs
associated with these activities will decline in their
magnitude.
Machines or work stations are located adjacent
to each other so that materials and components
can be moved by the workers themselves or on
short conveyor belts. Increased emphasis also is
given to the design and packaging of materials
and components so as to reduce the need for large
bulk containers that require fork -lift trucks. This
likewise means that cost pools associated with
these activities also are candidates for elimination.
Reduced emphasis on individual labor and overhead variances. In many traditional plants, much
of the internal accounting effort is devoted to setting labor and overhead standards and in calculating and reporting variances from these standards.
Firms using JIT methods report reduced emphasis
on the use oflabor and overhead variances.
Labor variances defined at the individual production cell level create incentives for workers in
each production cell to ignore the effect of their
actions on other production cells. At one of Motorola's seminconductor plants all labor and overhead standards have been eliminated. The benefits
reported include reduced dysfunctional aspects associated with focusing on individual production
cells (such as increasing work -in- process even if
not currently demanded) and reduced administrative expenses.
Firms retaining variance analysis stress that a
change in focus is appropriate in a JIT plant. The
emphasis is on variance analysis at the plant level
with the focus on "trends that may be occurring
in the production process," rather than the abso23

lute magnitude of individual variances. (The notion of continuous improvement that underlies a
JIT philosophy means that standards will be revised at sho rter int ervals t han in traditional
plants.)
Reduction in the level of detailed information recorded on work tickets. There are several ways
work tickets have become simplified:
1. Change in the production process so that there
are fewer materials parts per finished product.
This can be achieved by redesigning the product so that fewer parts are used or by increasing the percentage of components assembled
elsewhere.'
2. Record only direct materials on work tickets
and expense to the period all other costs.
3. Change from a job costing system to a process
costing or backflush costing system.
Some firms have not changed their basic costing system, but they have reduced the number of
individual cost centers. As an illustration, Omark
Industries made the following changes at three of
its product lines:'
Product
Line
Chain Saws
Sprockets
Bars

Pre -JIT
Era
18 cost centers
5 cost centers
4 cost centers

JIT
Era
4 cost centers
3 cost centers
I cost center

Reduction in the level of detailed information recorded about labor costs. JIT organizations have
adapted to the declining materiality of labor costs
in several different ways.
One way is to retain direct labor as a separate

Figure2
MotivationsforCostAccounting
ChangesWithJITProduction
More accurate product cost information.
Increase in direct traceability of some costs.
Elimination (or at least reduction) of several activities classified
as indirect.
Better control of cost incurrence.
Reduced emphasis on individual labor and overhead variances
(minimizes dysfunctional operating decisions often associated
with existing cost accounting system).
Reduce the costs of the system.
• Reduction in level of detailed information recorded on work
tickets.
• Reduction in the level of detailed information recorded about labor costs.
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direct -cost category, but reduce the number ofindividual labor classifications. An industrial machine manufacturer using JIT production methods reduced the number oflabor classifications at
one of its plants from 26 to 5 over a three -year
period. This reduction is consistent with a JIT
philosophy that emphasizes teams, not individuals. JIT plants train workers for many different
activities. Such training increases flexibility regarding the assignment of workers to individual
work cells. Plants with a high level of unionization have reported difficulty in negotiating these
reductions in labor classifications with unions.
Some companies abandon labor as a separate
direct cost category. The alternative treatments of
labor costs are classification of labor costs as a
part of an indirect manufacturing cost pool that is
allocated to units of production, or classification
of labor costs as a period cost that is immediately
expended.
The Milwaukee plant of Harley- Davidson, the
manufacturer ofmotorcycles, made changes in labor cost reporting. Although direct labor was less
than 10 %n of the product cost, when direct labor
was recorded as a separate cost category, the plant
devoted 65% of its cost accounting efforts to the
administrative work for these labor costs. This
work included setting labor standards, correcting
wrong entries associated with labor, and attempting to reconcile the labor reported on job tickets
with the total labor time available. Harley- Davidson concluded that the effort did not meet a cost benefit test. It now combines direct labor and
overhead costs into a single conversion cost pool.'
Piecework payment plans are being eliminated
in JIT plants. Therefore, labor costs may be recorded in far less detail. The elimination of piecework plans drastically reduces the transactions reported per worker. Piecework plans create
incentives for workers to produce even though
there is no demand for the finished good. In a JIT
plant, management prefers workers to be idle
rather than to produce for inventory.
Cost Management with JIT
Cost management in JIT plants includes three
key activities that also may be applicable to plants
not using JIT: Cost planning, cost reduction, and
cost control.
Cost planning is started before production begins and in some cases before the production line
is constructed. Plant engineers and product designers play important roles in cost planning. The
aim is to design the product and the production
line with a mix of cost, quality, deliverability, and
flexibility that reflects top management's strategy.
Cost reduction takes place in both the pre -production and production stages. At several Japanese plants using JIT, cost reduction targets are
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Comparisons of actual product costs with target product costs play an important role in organizations that emphasize cost reduction activities. A
Japanese automotive company using JIT has targets for the materials costs associated with individual product lines. Separate materials costs are
accumulated for each variation in its product line
to gain insight into how cost reduction ideas are
leading to lower product costs.
Overview
There is not a single blueprint for cost accounting and cost management that all organizations
are adopting as JIT is implemented. Considerable
variation exists in the changes made in such areas
as the cost pools used, the chosen allocation bases,
the costing system adopted (job, operation, process, or backflush), and the types of performance
measures used. However, there is an underlying
commonality in the changes we observed, that is a
movement towards simplification of cost accounting practices. This commonality is part of an overall theme of JIT: to simplify all activities.
Despite the fact that there are success stories,
many companies reject JIT as inappropriate for
their operations, Nevertheless, J IT reminds us
that any significant change in underlying operations is likely to justify a corresponding change in
the cost accounting and management systems.
If a company's accounting system is still creaking along on engines built 20 years ago, managers
are probably not being served optimally in their
attempts to cope with today's and tomorrow's
manufacturing challenges. We consider the flurry
of attention JIT is receiving as beneficial even if it
only prods managers and accountants into making
a zero -base review of their existing cost accounting and management systems regardless of whether the company is using a JIT philosophy in its
purchasing or production activities.
❑
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set for each product (e.g., a 25% cost reduction
target for a product in its first year). Individual
product line workers are required each year to
submit a specific number of cost reduction ideas
to be discussed by a cost reduction circle.
Cost control is undertaken when production
starts. The sources of information include: personal observation by production line workers, financial performance measures such as inventory turnover ratios and variances based on standard costs
for materials, labor, and overhead; and nonfinancial performance measures such as production
lead -time, setup time, percent of product defects,
and schedule attainment. The general trends in
cost control activities at both the shop (production cell) level and the plant level that we have
observed in JIT plants are: a declining role for financial measures, and an increasing role for personal observation and nonfinancial measures.
One reason for this trend is that production
workers play a pivotal role in cost control activities. Worders directly observe nonfinancial variables on the plant floor, where they are intuitive
and easy to comprehend,
The dramatic reductions in production lead
times place a premium on the timeliness of data
when controlling costs, Measurements taken on
the plant floor are inevitably the most timely
available. Also, increased recognition is given to
early pinpointing and controlling of cost "drivers"
(the underlying causes of costs). The focus is on
before - the -fact rather than after- the -fact control.
For example, workers are encouraged to reduce
set -up times, minimize scrap, and minimize the
number of reworked units.
Finally, the internal accounting system in JIT
plants typically contains much less data about actual product costs at individual production cells
that can be used in cost control activities. For instance, under the backflush costing method no
tracking is made of product cost accumulation as
products move through successive work cells. As
a second example, those firms that have abolished
standard costs for labor and overhead preclude
themselves from using labor and overhead standard cost variances in cost control activities.
Inventory turnover and cost reduction target
measures provide important financial information
to companies using JIT production methods in
their plants. An English consumer products company now computes separate inventory turnover
ratios for each individual product line; and for
raw materials and components, work -in- process,
and finished goods. This company still records
work -in- process via a process costing system. For
companies using "extreme" backflush costing,
cost measures of work -in- process will not be recorded in the internal accounting system.
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S AM E R IC AN M AN UF AC T UR ING
m an agem en t bein g u n d erm in ed by an tiquated co st acco u n tin g p ro ced ures?
Over the p ast few y ears th is ch arge was rep eatedly expressed in n um ero us p u blish ed articles an d
professional presentation s. Th is was also o n e of
the underly in g ch arges at th e 1986 Am erican Pro du ction an d In ventory Co n tro l Society In tern ational Con feren ce, titled "Partn ers in Pro d u ctivity ." At th is co n feren ce, sp eaker after sp eaker
em phasized th e need fo r new too ls, new tech niques, an d n ew ph ilo so p h ies to red u ce th e co sts
of productio n , in crease th e qu ality o f p ro d u cts,
and provid e b etter service to th e cu stom ers. Th ey
also discussed variou s prob lems bein g exp erienced
by the m an u factu rin g in d u stry , an d ex p lo red th e
causes for its d eclin e. Repeatedly , co st acco u ntin g
was describ ed as a cau se for the cu rren t pro b lem s
of m anufactu rin g. So m e sp eakers o p en ly ch arged
that cost accou n tin g is o n e o f the man y m ajo r o b stacles ham p erin g th e p rogress o f m an u factu rin g.
There were th e u sual frien d ly in su lts ab o ut oth er professio ns. Bu t th e o verall ton e was so mewhat
disturbing. It ap p ears that m an y p ro du ctio n m an agers feel th at th eir prob lems will be so lved by
elim inatin g all th e acco u n tan ts. In su lting co st acco u nting an d cost acco u n tan ts seems to be th e
thing to d o . Even th o se with very little, o r p ractically no, b ackgro u n d in co st acco u ntin g kep t say ing that co st acco un ting is the n um b er o ne enem y
of productio n .
It is obvio us that the p urpo se o f cost acco un ting
systems an d the ro le of co st accou ntants in the to tal organizatio n are totally misu nd erstoo d. Th e
cost accountant appeared to be an easy target
whenever the prod u ctio n m anager n eed ed a scapegoat. Cost acco u n tan ts were b lam ed fo r lo w lab o r
productivity, less th an ex pected perfo rm an ce, lack
of capital investm en ts, increased in ven to ries, an d
just about every th in g th at can g o wro n g with th e
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Some productions managers want
to send a ll cost a ccounta nts to Siberia.
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organizatio n .
Lac k of Ne w M ea su r es
Ma ny critics in art icles an d sem in a rs h a ve
pointed ou t h o w an tiq u at ed co st acco u n tin g sy stem s are becau se th ey d o n o t m easure key facto rs
such as "q u alit y " an d "p ro d u ctivity ." Th e pro duction m an agers wh o recen tly o pen ed th eir ey es
and discovered th at th eir p rod u cts lack th e q uality
com pa rab le to meet th eir co m p etitio n q u ickly
found the reaso n s wh y . Yo u gu essed it! It is th e
fault of th e cost acco u n tan t.
Yet., it is so m ewh at su rp risin g h o w p rod u ctio n
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managers can complain about cost accounting
when up until recently there was no clear -cut definition of what is "quality." How many production
man agers can cl earl y define and meas u re
"quality "?
Accountants only collect and process data.
They do not create data. If production managers
do not know how to define and measure quality,
how do they expect cost accountants to measure it
and incorp orate its impact in the financial
statements?
The Cross of Standard Costs
Cost accounting also has been criticized for cost
accounting standards and incentive wages that are
hampering improvements in labor productivity.
Accountants do not set the standards. Labor and
material usage standards normally are set by the
industrial engineering department. Material price
normally is considered the responsibility of
purchasing.
Similarly, the labor rates are set by the personnel department. As the production processes
change (improve), past standards become less
than realistic, and should be revised. It is the responsibility of departments that originally created
the standard to inform the accounting department
about the need for revising the standards.
But, unfortunately, some managers prefer to
keep the old standards because the new improved
production process makes their performance look
better with old standards. The same managers, on
the other hand, criticize accountants for not creating incentives for improvements.
Who makes the decisions regarding labor payments? It is management, not the accountants.
Classical management theories advocated rewarding the work, and incentive wages appeared to
have worked well for a long time. But now production managers are complaining that these incentive wages are a cause of poor quality. Who is
responsible for the defects? Is it the cost accounting systems, accountants, or production managers? Who has the line responsibility, and firsthand
knowledge of defects? It is the production manager. Lack of quality is the result of inadequate production supervision, which tolerated and contributed to the lax discipline and increase in defects.
Variances Cause Problems
One popular complaint was the analysis of variances which were referred to as "efficiencies."
The efficiencies are said to be working backwards
and hurting the implementation of production
management techniques such as Just -In -Time and
similar concepts.
There seems to be some confusion among production managers regarding the purpose of different variances, and their role in planning and conMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

trol of production costs. Labor efficiency variance
and production volume variance are not the same,
a distinction that is sadly missed by some production managers. The direct labor efficiency variance is a controllable variance and is usually assumed to be the responsibility of the foreman. For
example, there is an efficiency problem if the direct labor standard is to make five units per hour,
and in four hours the workers made only 16 units
instead of the expected 20.
Consider another example. XYZ Company's
expected (normal) volume of production is 1,000
units per month. Fixed manufacturing overhead
of $100,000 is applied to production based on this
volume resulting in fixed manufacturing cost per
unit of $100. During a given month only 800 units
were produced, resulting in an unfavorable volume variance of $20,000. The volume variances
reflect the variations in forecasting and scheduling. It is a measure of capacity utilization. This
variance simply states that the actual production
was less than expected and the causes may or may
not be controllable. This is a type of planning variance that can pinpoint the existence of excess production capacity, or expose the overuse of existing
production capacity, which may result in potential future bottlenecks.
The managers who want to produce only the
units that are needed should clearly specify that in
their planning and budgets. Nobody is dictating
that production should be the same as the one described in the budget. Common sense tells us that
excess production is highly undesirable, especially
when the inventory is not needed and the market
cannot absorb the production.
Production managers know how many units are
expected to be produced. They have the entire
month, or quarter, to produce this volume. Why
do they often wait until the end of the period to
produce the remaining units in their expected production? MRP does not dictate this behavior. JIT
does not dictate this. Production managers know
very well that these units will result in many undesirable events such as increases in inventory levels, increases in storage costs, tied -up capital, possibility for obsolescence, and so on.
Despite all these undesirable results, some managers choose to take an action that is not in the
best interest of the company. Why? These managers are simply interested in making their performance look good, even if it is detrimental to the
overall welfare of the organization. These same
managers who benefited from the production volume variance when it made them look good (at
times of increased market demand and resulting
production) are now screaming loudly. Who gains
by manipulating the production volume? Is it the
accountant or the production manager? Trying to
achieve personal goals at the expense of company
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goals i s one o f the b iggest problems of U.S.
industry.
Computer Integrated Manufacturing

The U. S. did
not lose its
global
competitive
edge because
of cost
accounting but
because of
inadequate
management.

Cost accounting also has come under fire for
the cost justification of computer- integrated manufacturing. These complaints include short -payback periods and inadequate measures of ROI.
What critics fail to realize is that any cost justification technique is only as good as the data presented and used in formulating it.
Data plays an important role in investment selection. The person who is requesting the project
has an obligation to provide adequate, reliable,
and objective data. For example, reduction in lead
time is one of the benefits of CIM. Everyone
agrees that reducing lead times can provide better
production flexibility, better customer service, reduced inventories, repeat sales, increased market
share, and so on. But the real question is by how
much.
Is the acquisition of a new machine going to increase sales by 10 %, 20 %, 50 %, or some other
number? What is the range of expected benefits
and probabilities of their occurrences? With more
workable data the so- called "intangible benefits"
can be incorporated into the cost justification of
CIM or other projects.
The Engineers and the Robot
Consider the following hypothetical example;
XYZ Company engineers want to obtain a robot
to do routine welding. The cost of the robot is
$250,000 with an estimated useful life of 5 years.
The use of this robot is expected to save $50,000
per year in direct labor costs. Because the payback
period is five years the project is promptly rejected
by the controller.
As might be expected, the engineers became furious and criticized the accounting methods for
being a hurdle to progress. Instead of blaming the
accounting department for not accepting a highly
desirable investment, they should have tried to
identify the potential benefits of robots and place
a more accurate estimated dollar value on these
savings.
Using the robot, for example, will reduce the
number of defects. The reduction in defective
units reduces rework cost, cost of warranties, and
so on. These savings are estimated to be $40,000.
The better quality contributes to better customer
service, which is expected to result in increased
sales, which in turn is expected to add $35,000 to
the profit. With this additional data the total expected savings per year amount to $125,000, leading to a payback period of two years. As a result
of this more sophisticated analysis, the project is
now acceptable.
Projects accepted based on erroneous data (e.g.,
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overstated expected savings, potential productive
capacity, etc.) often result in less than acceptable
performance. The reasons and motivations for
presenting erroneous data are many, including
personal ego, wanting to be the first one to get a
robot, and because "it is the thing to do."
Of course, there is always some possibility for
honest errors. Identifying the individuals responsible for erroneous data generation is very important. The engineer, or the production manager, or
whoever provided the erroneous data should be
held responsible for the investment. They should
not expect the accounting department to fully understand new engineering designs, machine perfo rman ce, and int an gib le benefits such as
flexibility.
Overhead Costs Out of Control
While the engineers were blaming the accountants for the lack of control over overhead costs,
they overlooked the obvious fact about who created overhead costs. Accountants collect, process,
and present data. It is up to the production managers to decide whether service functions such as
material handling, inspection, etc., are contributing any value to the process. It is up to them to
find ways to simplify operations and cut costs.
They should ask why the overhead cost exists.
Is it really indirect? Can it be traced to a specific
function or product? Can these costs be segregated by authority and responsibility? In general,
most managers like the ambiguity ofthe "lumpy"
overhead costs which lack clear lines of authority.
Yet the same managers hiding behind the curtain
of overhead for all their inefficiencies are screaming loudly about lack ofcontrol.
Needed: a New Relationship
Accountants are as interested in the welfare of
the organization as production managers, engineers, or any other member of the organization.
Production managers who complain that cost accounting is hurting the progress and improvements of production processes and procedures
should take a good look at the past. How did the
U.S. manufacturing get into the current mess?
The answer is plain and simple. The U.S. did not
lose its global competitive edge because of cost accounting, but because ofinadequate management,
inefficient operations, and lack of control over
costs and operations.
What is needed is cooperation and understanding between the cost accounting and production
departments. It is easy to blame the messenger for
unpleasant messages. If the monthly profit and
loss statements do not look good, whose fault is it?
Accountants are not trying to make one look good
or bad. Accountants are trying to measure what is
being done. They are simply reporting the data on
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a consistent, rational basis.
If managers are not happy with the reporting
systems they should clearly specify what should
be measured. For example, if the number of units
is no longer the best measure of labor performance, give the accountants alternates, such as
number of good units made in one hour, or something similar to that.

Many accountants admit that current cost accounting systems are not necessarily the best in
the world. They are interested in improving these
systems. The National Association of Accountants is sponsoring a broad, well- financed research
effort designed to explore ways to improve cost
accounting systems and make them fit better to
the new manufacturing philosophies.
Production managers should learn to work with
accounting, and accounting should try to understand the needs of production. Production managers should understand the rationale behind the
standards, performance reports, and financial
statements.
Above all, production managers need patience.
Established procedures just will not disappear
overnight, a fact that is abundantly clear in manufacturing itself. Despite the highly acclaimed and
proven benefits of techniques such as MRP and
JIT, there are only a handful of manufacturing
companies that are implementing them.
Both accounting and manufacturing can coexist
peacefully as partners in productivity. There is a
common enemy, namely global competition. Internal bickering, finger pointing, and scapegoating
are not going to solve the problems and help us
regain the lost markets.

Internal
bickering,
finger pointing,
and
scapegoating
are not going
to help us
regain lost
markets.

Memo to Production Managers
Some production managers want to eliminate
cost accounting. They want to send all cost accountants to Siberia figuratively. Does scapegoating improve productivity? Does this irrational reaction improve quality of the products?
The age -old problem of human greed should
not play a dominating role in organizational decision making. There is no place for double standards. Some production managers appear to be
happy with the cost accounting systems as long as
they make their performance look good. The moment it exposes their deficiencies, the cost accounting system becomes a villain, the number
one enemy of production.
No system is perfect. All systems evolve with
time and changing needs. If the current system is
inadequate for the needs it should be changed.
But, before a system is changed it is very important to find the real causes for the existing problems. Failure to do so will result in designing the
new system with all the past problems intact. In
other words, the system may be changed without
any regard to the real needs, and as a result the
same old problems will continue. The fundamental causes for inefficiency, and lack of quality cannot simply be solved by automation or by acquiring robots. Investing in projects simply based on
gut feeling may prove to be disastrous for the
company.
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To improve the dialogue between production
and cost accounting and to create harmony between different subfunctions of the organization,
production managers should:
• Make themselves familiar with cost accounting.
Understand the nature of accounting measures,
p er fo r man ce rep o rt s , an d pro fit /l oss
statements.
• Make cost accounting a required course for
production management degree programs. It is
essential for the future production managers to
learn to understand cost accounting.
• Learn to communicate their needs to the accounting department. Do not assume that the
accounting department can read minds.
• Involve cost accounting personnel in planning,
and implementation of MRP, JIT, and inventory management techniques.
• Learn to respect cost accounting. Eliminate the
negative attitudes toward cost accounting.
• Hire competent cost accountants even if it is
more expensive to do so. Historically, the salaries of accountants in manufacturing are less
than the salaries in public accounting.
• Above all, get top management commitment for
accounting changes. There is very little that accountants or any other department can do without adequate understanding and support of top
management.
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Protecting
Your Retirement
Nest Egg
For most executives, their
pension benefits represent the
largest sum of money
they will ever have to manage.
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By James W. Gordon
What would you do with $100,000? $250,000?
$500,000? Many people dream of receiving such
sums and many actually do —from their company
pension plan when they retire.
Without careful planning, however,
those idle dreams can turn rapidly into
nigh tmares. Irrevocable decisi ons
must be made quickly and, more important, the tax consequences of
those decisions must be considered.
Companies usually make it possible
for their employees to take pension
benefits in one of two ways: an
annuity or a lump sum distribution. Many people choose an annuity because they are assured a
fixed periodic payment that will
last for the rest of their lives. The
lu m p su m d istrib u tio n , h o wever,
is an attractive o p tio n because it

'r

provides an immediate source of
cash an d the em ploy ee can determin e h o w h e wants to in vest th e retirement b en efits.
If an an n u ity is selected ,
yo u m u st d ecid e b etween a
jo in t an d s u r viv o r o r s in g le
an n u ity . A sin gle an n u ity ,
wh ile in itially pro vid in g
high er period ic pay men ts,
termin ates wh en th e retiree
d ies. Th is m ay le ave a
su rvivin g sp o u se o r fam ily
with n o so u rce o f in co m e
oth er th an so cial secu rity .
A joint and survivor
ann uity ena bles
30
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the retiree to receive benefits over a period of time dividual retirement account (IRA)? Should the
based on the joint life expectancy of the retiree tax be paid immediately? If so, which method proand another person selected by the retiree (usually duces the best result?
the spouse). The joint and survivor annuity termiUnder present law, a recipient of a lump -sum
nates upon the death of the surviving annuitant. distribution from a qualified plan may qualify for
Because a joint and survivor annuity is deter- special tax treatment on that distribution called
mined over a life expectancy period that is invari- 10 -year forward averaging. Under this method,
ably longer than that ofa single annuity, the peri- the distribution is treated as though it were the
odic payment from a joint and survivor annuity sole source of income received ratably over a 10will be less than that received from a si ngle year period. For example, a lump sum of $100,000
annuity.
would be treated as 10 installments of $10,000.
While this reduced amount may seem to be a Additionally, any portion of a lump sum that is
small cost to secure a lifetime of security, let's attributable to contributions made prior to Janulook at it from a different perspective. Assume ary 1, 1974, may qualify for capital gains treatyou have a choice between a single life annuity at ment. To benefit from 10 -year averaging, four
$1,500 per month or a joint and survivor annuity tests must be satisfied and the retiree can use the
providing 65% of the original pension ($975 per averaging election only once after reaching age 59
month) at 80 %n of that amount, or $1,200. By opt- 1/2.
ing for the joint and survivor annuity, you are forfeiting $300 per month over your lifetime. In ef- • The distribution must come from a qualified
fect, this amount is being "paid" as insurance to
plan (i.e., pension, profit- sharing, stock bonus).
provide the survivor with a secure income stream • The distribution must be made due to separaof $975 per month. If we look at this on an annual
tion from employment, reaching age 59 1/2,
basis, the premi um fo r th is "i n s u r an ce" is
disability, or death.
$3,600 —a fairly significant amount.
• The entire balance in the recipient's plan acAdvance planning can provide an alternative.
count must be distributed within one taxable
You may be able to take advantage of the higher
year.
single annuity payment while still providing for • The recipient must have been a participant in
the survivor. The purchase of a single premium
the plan for a minimum of five years.
life insurance policy prior to retirement can result
in the survivor having a secure income stream.
All qualified plans of the same type maintained
Moreover, the cost of the policy will be substan- by the employer must be aggregated and treated
tially less than the 20% income reduction neces- as one plan —all defined contribution plans must
sary to guarantee the same result via the company be combined and all defined benefit plans are to be
plan.
grouped together. If an employee received distriAs with most insurance products, the earlier butions from both a defined contribution plan and
the purchase of the policy, the lower the premi- a defined benefit plan, those distributions are
um. For example, the cost to the retiree of a treated separately for 10 -year averaging purposes.
suitable policy purchased at age 65 might be Thus, if your employer maintains two or more de$34,000. However, the same policy purchased fined contribution plans, you must receive lump at age 50 may cost only $14,000.
sum distributions from both plans within your
To a large extent, the cost of the policy is taxable year to use 10 -year averaging.
based on projected earnings within the
For example, if you retire in November and repolicy. The longer the earning peri- ceive one plan's distribution in December and the
od, the less investment needed. other plan's distribution in January, 10 -year averAlso, the longer such a purchase aging will not be available on either distribution.
is deferred, the greater the risk the However, if the plans are of different types, 10individual may become uninsur- year averaging may be elected for one plan distriable. Thus, the joint and survivor bution and the other distribution may be rolled
ann uit y may be th e o nl y aven ue over to an IRA.
avail able. With either annu ity
If you participated in a retirement plan before
l
choice, any guaranteed amounts 1974 you have an additional decision to make.
not previously paid out nor- Should you elect 10 -year averaging on the full dismally are paid to the estate.
tribution or capital gain treatment for the pre 1974 portion and 10 -year averaging on the post Taking Your Lumps
1973 balance?
Lump sum distributions require
The allocation between pre -1974 and post -1973
answers to the following questions: participation is based on the number of active
Should one roll over the distribution to an in- months of participation. For this calculation, any

James W. Gordon,
CPA, is tax supervisor
in the Davenport,
Iowa, office of Deloitte
Haskins & Sells.
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has substantial capital losses that are being limited
to $3,000 per year, use of the splitting method
may result in his avoiding taxation for the capital
gains portion.

portion of a calendar year of participation prior to
1974 is treated as 12 months. Any portion of a
calendar month participation after 1973 is treated
as a full month. In many instances, 10 -year averaging on the full distribution will prove more beneficial than splitting treatment between capital
gains and 10 -year averaging. But, when a taxpayer

a

Many people

choose an
annuity

distribution
because they
are assured a
fixed periodic

Figure 1

Rollover vs. Averaging
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distribution to decide whether to elect 10 -year averaging or to rollover the distribution to another
"eligible retirement plan." For most taxpayers
that means an IRA. For rollover purposes, the
five -year minimum participation rule does not apply. In deciding whether 10 -,year averaging or a
rollover is preferable, you must understand that
subsequent distributions from the IRA will not be
eligible for either the capital gains or 10 -year averaging treatment.
If the recipient receives noncash property as
part of the distribution (e.g., closely held stock),
the rules permit funds received from the sale of
such property to be rolled over. Any appreciation
(or depreciation) in value subsequent to the date
of distribution is also treated as part of the tax free rollover, and no gain (or loss) is recognized if
the entire distribution (including proceeds from
the sale of noncash property) are rolled over.
Note, however, that proceeds from the sale of
noncash property are not eligible for 10 -year averaging treatment.
A major consideration is whether payment of
tax on the lump sum distribution and investment
of the remainder will provide a greater return
than could be achieved if the funds were rolled
over and tax was paid as withdrawals were made?
The amount of the distribution must be considered in this decision— generally the larger the distribution the less advantageous the special averaging method becomes. Also, how long could the
distribution be maintained intact? Usually the
longer the period, the more advantageous the IRA
rollover becomes.
Various studies have indicated that if a rollover
can be maintained for at least five years and earn
10% annually, the increase in the fund will more
than offset the taxes payable at ordinary income
rates when withdrawals begin.
New 15% Tax
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 has made several
major changes that affect lump -sum distributions.
The new law allows only a single lifetime election
to be made for special averaging on a lump -sum
distribution. In addition, the 10 -year averaging
method has been reduced to 5 -year averaging. A
transition rule permits individuals who were age
50 at January 1, 1986, to elect to use either the 10year averaging under current tax rates or 5 -year
averaging under the new tax rates. The provision
allowing capital gain treatment for the pre -1974
portion ofa distribution will be phased out over a
six -year period.
The above transition rule, however, also permits an election to use existing capital gains treatment without regard to this phase -out provision.
In addition, the existing 20% capital gains rate
will apply if such election is made.
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While the change from 10 -year averaging to a
five -year method may appear dramatic, the net effect will be relatively minimal. In fact, for distributions exceeding $350,000 the five -year averaging method will produce a lower tax than the
10 -year averaging method.
Another factor to consider is the 15% excise
tax imposed on "excess" benefit payments. This is
another product of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
This excise tax is applied to benefit payments in
excess of $112,500 received annually. In determining the $112,500 limit, benefits received from all
qualified plans —IRAs, Keoghs, company plans,
etc. —are aggregated. Benefits received for this
purpose do not include distributions due to after tax employee contributions as well as distributions
not includable in income because they have been
rolled over to another qualified plan.
This limitation is modified for years in which
lump sum distributions are received. In this case,
the $112,500 limit is increased to five times that
ceiling. As under the lump -sum distribution area,
transition rules exist in which a taxpayer may
elect to be covered by either a special grandfather
rule exempting from the tax benefits accrued as of
August 1, 1986, or an alternative rule which
would increase the $112,500 limit to $150,000.
However, the part ofthe transition rule exempting
benefits accrued as ofAugust 1, 1986, applies only
where such accrued benefits exceed $562,500 at
that date. The $112,500 will be indexed for inflation adjustments beginning in 1990. As previously
mentioned, because the benefits of averaging decrease as the size of the distribution increases,
when this excise tax becomes a factor, it may be
better to roll over the distribution and avoid it.
Plan Now
If you are aware of the options available and
their associated tax consequences prior to actual
distribution this knowledge should alleviate some
of your concerns about how to protect your retirement nest egg.
Participants in employee benefit plans usually
receive an annual statement indicating their accrued benefit. As retirement looms closer, you
should use these statements to estimate the averaging tax ifyou are considering a lump -sum distribution. These statements also can show potential
exposure to the 15% excise tax.
While tax ramifications are an integral part of
any retirement decision, they should not be the
sole determinant of a course of action. Your need
for income, level of risk tolerance, investment philosophy and experience, and other sources of income are additional factors to be considered. Understanding these issues before retirement will
help you avoid mistakes that may affect the quality of your retirement life.
-1
1
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Here's how you and your staff can benefit immediately from this 3'12 day educational program:

Topics that enhance
your skills:
Tax Simplification Office Automation Small Business
Practices Creative Problem Solving Without Conflict
Waste in Government What's Right With Management Accounting? Ethics in the Business Community
Current and Future Outlook for the International
Monetary System Equal Worth — Equal Pay Multi National Accounting Concerns.
a

relations in your organization, as Janice Eddy,
prominent head of her own Management Consulting
Firm, discusses "Women and Men: Working as
Colleagues ". And join the seminar on "Personal Safety"
to consider the increasing travel and other exposure of
professional women, as well as rape prevention.

a

Improve

a

a

ideas on women's roles and rewards, as Joy Picas,
Los Angeles Councilwoman, talks on "Equal Worth"
Compare views with William Mehnert and Wilson
Learning, in a special seminar titled "The Ethical
Dilemma ". Share and gain experience with a special
"Small Business Panel ".

a

Exchange

Add To

your competence in the tax area, as Roscoe Egger
(Former IRS Commissioner) Partner in Price
Waterhouse, discusses "Federal Taxes ". Increase your
vision of the world economy, as Barbara Thomas,
former SEC Commissioner, now Senior Vice President,
Bankers Trust, addresses "International Capital
Markets —The Accounting Challenge ".

a

"What's Right With Management Accounting" from
DuPont's Senior Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer, Jack J. Quindlen. Hear William Mosconi,
Director of Manufacturing Consulting Services, Coopers
& Lybrand, explain "Just -In -Time Inventories ".

"What Should Your General Ledger System Really Do
For You ? ", from Felex Kaufman, President & CEO of
Consco Enterprises, Inc. Get a practical view of the
efficiencies to be achieved as Robert Adams, Executive
Vice President, Xerox Corporation, talks about "Office
Automation ", and hear Dr. Sharon Crain explain how to
"Get Out of Your Rut ".

a

Discover

Find Out

e

about "Waste in Government" from Jack Anderson,
Investigative Columnist and member of the Citizens
Against Government Waste. Hear former Attorney
General Griffin Bell gives a special address on "The Role
of the Accountant in Corporate Governance and in the
Investigation for Wrongdoing ". Listen to Charles Callard,
Chairman of Callard, Madden & Associates, Inc., explain
"Managing Shareholder Value ".

a

Learn

o register for the NAA Conference, complete

the advance registration form in the
March issue of Management Accounting
or call

MAXIMIZING
DEPRECIATION
BENEFITS
How you depreciate assets placed into service
during the last five months of 1986 requires careful deliberation.

By Tim C. McKee and Raymond G. Laverdiere
An asset classified as five -year property in both
the Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS)
and the new Tax Reform Act's Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System (MACRS) will generate 40.5% more depreciation in the first two years
by being depreciated under MACRS. Furthermore, use of MACRS instead of ACRS will yield
a net economic benefit over the total life of the
asset under present value calculations.
If MACRS is elected for three -year class property it will produce 23.5% more depreciation in
the first two years. In situations where MACRS
has extended the depreciable life of certain assets,
however, use of ACRS will produce a greater
benefit.
For assets placed in service between August 1,
1986, and December 31, 1986, the taxpayer can
choose which method, ACRS or MACRS, to use
on an asset -by -asset basis. This flexibility will require the taxpayer to make informed decisions on
which method to use for each asset in order to
maximize tax benefits.
In the quagmire of mid -year convention versus
mid - quarter convention, property classed as "five year property" under ACRS but "seven -year or
longer property" under MACRS, and other ramifications, the decision is not easy.
Election Rules Explained
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 requires the use of
Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery for all assets
placed in service after December 31, 1986. All assets placed in service prior to August 1, 1986,
must be depreciated using the current Accelerated
Cost Recovery System. However, assets placed in
service after July 31, 1986, but before January I,
1987, may be depreciated using either ACRS or
MACRS. During this five -month period, maximum depreciation benefits over the depreciable
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life of an asset can be obtained by selecting
MACRS under certain conditions and ACRS in
the remaining situations.
The election must be made on the first tax return for the taxable year in which the property is
placed in service. A June 30th year -end corporation would make the election on the tax return
due September 15, 1987. A calendar -year corporation with an automatic extension can make the
election up to September 15, 1987, or whenever it
files its return. The election is irrevocable.
Currently, IRS regulations require that all
property in a single recovery class (except residential rental property and nonresidential real property) acquired in any one year must be depreciat-

dd
Tim C. McKee, CPA, is
an assistant professor
at Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Va.
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senior tax manager
with Peat Marwick.

Quick Reference Chart
MACR S

Assets Having Same Class Life
Under MACRS and ACRS
Mid -year Convention

USE MACRS

Assets Having Longer Class Life
Under MACRS
Mid -year and Mid - quarter
Convention
Assets Having Same Class Life
Under MACRS and ACRS
Mid - quarter Convention
Third Quarter Property
Assets Having Same Class Life
Under MACRS and ACRS
Mid - quarter Convention
Fourth Quarter Property

ACRS

USE ACRS

USE MACRS

USE ACRS
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Table 1
Three -year MACRS vs. Three -year ACRS
MACRS

ACRS

$33,333
44,444
14,815
7,408

$25,000
38,000
37,000
0

100,000

100,000

Difference

Tax
Rate

Tax
Benefit

P.V. at
10%

$8,333
6,444
(22,185)
7,408

46%
34
34
34

$3,833
2,191
(7,543)
2,519

$3,485
1,811
(5,667)
1,721

1,000

1,350

0

Decision: Elect MACRS

J

Raymond Laverdiere is
an assistant professor
of accounting at Old
Dominion University in
Norfolk, Va.

ed by the same method. A change in method only
can be made in a different tax year. As an exam ple, if in the same year both an information system and construction equipment were purchased,
each being five -year recovery class property, each
must be depreciated by the same method. However, for property placed in service after July 31,
1986, and before January 1, 1987, the choice of
depreciation by ACRS or MACRS is to be made
on an asset -by -asset basis, (Conference Report p.
II -39).
There is an exception for property constructed,
reconstructed, or acquired pursuant to a written

Table 2
Five -year MACRS vs. Three -year ACRS

$25,000
38,000
37,000
0
0
0

100,000

100,000

(5,000)
(6,000)
(17,800)
11,520
11,520
5,760

Tax
Rate
46%
34
34
34
34
34

Tax
Benefit

P.V. at
10%

(2,300)
(2,040)
(6,052)
3,917
3,917
1,958

(2,091)
(1,686)
(4,547)
2,675
2,432
1,105

$

$20,000
32,000
19,200
11,520
11,520
5,760

Difference

$

ACRS
$

MACRS

(2,112)

(600)

0

Decision: ElectACRS

Table 3
Five -year MACRS vs. Flve -year ACRS
Tax
Benefit

$20,000
32,000
19,200
11,520
11,520
5,760

$15,000
22,000
21,000
21,000
21,000
0

5,000
10,000
(1,800)
(9,480)
(9,480)
5,760

46%
34
34
34
34
34

2,300
3,400
(612)
(3,223)
(3,223)
1,958

100,000

100,000

Decision:Elect MACRS
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0

600

P.V. at
10%
$

Tax
Rate
$

Difference
$

ACRS

MACRS

2,091
2,810
(460)
(2,201)
(2,001)
1,105
1,344

contract that was binding as of March 1, 1986.
This property is called transition -rule property.
Requirements for effective dates for this property
can be found in the Conference Report on pages
II -53 through II -66.
MACRS Depreciable Life
There are conflicting reports over the length of
time an asset under MACRS will be depreciated.
Should an asset in the five -year class be depreciated over five or six tax years?
Under ACRS, an asset in the five -year class was
depreciated in five tax years with the ACRS tables
based on a one -half year convention in the first
year. The five- or six -tax year decision for
MACRS would be made at the point in time that
an asset is converted to straight line. When the depreciation method is converted to straight line,
the remaining balance could be divided by two
years or two and one -half years. The conference
report indicates two and one -half years. The code,
which is consistent with ACRS, indicates two
years. The "RIA Complete Analysis of the 1986
Tax Reform Act" takes this position also. Conversations with a representative of the Joint Committee, however, indicated that five -year property
should be depreciated over six taxable years with
one -half year in the first and sixth tax year.
The tables we use follow the conference report.
Depreciation for five -year class property using
MACRS is taken over six taxable years. The conclusions do not change regardless of whether five
or six tax years are used. The final determination
of this question will not affect any tax year until
1988 -the last year for three -year class property.
It is hoped the problem will be resolved by that
time.
The tax bracket and the cost of the asset will
not affect the decision. The cost of the asset will
only increase or decrease the economic benefits
unless there is a large fluctuation in the tax brackets from year to year.
The present value factor selected also will not
affect the decision. When the asset is placed in service will affect the decision if the mid - quarter convention applies and the asset is placed in service
after September 30, 1986.
We will address that situation and indicate
which method should be selected to maximize the
tax benefit. The top corporate tax bracket was
used along with a purchase price of $ 100,000 and
a 10% present value factor.
Deciding on ACRS vs. MACRS
Tables one through four use the mid -year convention and indicate when MACRS or ACRS'is
the most beneficial to adopt. These tables indicate
that MACRS should be elected for assets that
have the same class life under both ACRS and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987
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Tax
Rate

Tax
Benefit

P.V. at
10%

$15,000
22,000
21,000
21,000
21,000
0
0
0

$ (714)
2,490
(3,507)
(8,505)
(12,075)
8,925
8,925
4,461

46%
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

$ (328)
847
(1,192)
(2,892)
(4,106)
3,034
3,034
1,517

$ (299)
700
(896)
(1,975)
(2,549)
1,713
1,557
708

100,000

0

(86)

(1,041)

ACRS

$14,286
24,490
17,493
12,495
8,925
8,925
8,925
4,461
100,000

Decision: ElectACRS
Table 5
Three -year MACRS Mid-quarter vs.
Three -year ACRS
i

Third Quarter Property

Tax

Tax

Difference

P.V. at

Rate

Benefit

10%

$25,000
38,000
37,000
0

0
12,000
(20,333)
8,333

46%
34
34
34

0
$4,080
(6,913)
2,833

0
$3,372
(5,194)
1,935

100,000

0

MACRS

ACRS

$25,000
50,000
16,667
8,333
100,000

0

1131

Decision: Elect MACRS

vention is required and each asset is then assumed
to be placed in service at the mid -point of the
quarter.
To continue the above example, if a taxpayer
placed a ten -year class asset in service during January costing $4,000, and two five -year class assets
in service, one in August costing $10,000, and one
in December costing $10,000, it would depreciate
the property in the following manner:
January asset: ten -year recovery class, $4,000
cost, 200% DB depreciation taken as of Feb. 15.

There are
conflicting
reports over
the length of
time an asset
under MACRS
will be
depreciated.

Table 6
Three -year MACRS Mid-quarter vs.
Three -year ACRS
Fourth Quarter Property
Difference

Tax
Rate

Tax

P.V. at

Benefit

10%

$25,000
38,000
37,000
0

(16,667)
23,111
(16,629)
10,185

46%
34
34
34

(7,667)
7,858
(5,654)
3,463

(6,970)
6,494
(4,248)
2,365

100,000

0

MACRS

ACRS

8,333
61,111
20,371
10,185

100,000

(2,000)

$

MACRS requires that all assets (except residential rental property and nonresidential real property) be depreciated using the declining balance
depreciation method using a mid -year or mid quarter convention in the first year. The mid quarter convention applies to all property placed
in service during a tax year if 40% of the aggregate base of all property (except residential rental
property and nonresidential real property) is
placed in service during the last three months of a
taxable year.
It should be noted that this test is not calculated on a class -by -class basis but on all property, regardless of recovery class, (except residential rental property and nonresidential real property)
placed in service during the taxable year.
As an example, if a total of three assets are
placed in service during the year, with a total cost
of $24,000 and one of these assets costing $10,000
(which represents 42% of the total) is placed in
service in the last quarter, the mid- quarter con-

Difference

MACRS

$

Mid -Year or Mid - Quarter Convention

Table 4
Seven -year MACRS vs. Five -year ACRS

$

MACRS. Also, ACRS should be elected for assets
that have a longer class life under MACRS than
under ACRS.
Table 1 shows that the tax benefit is $1,000
greater and the present value of the tax benefit is
$1,350 greater using MACRS. Therefore MACRS
should be elected.
When three -year ACRS is compared to five year MACRS the calculation indicates that
MACRS generates a smaller tax benefit and also a
smaller present value (Table 2). Therefore, ACRS
should be elected.
Table 3 shows a comparison between five -year
ACRS and five -year MACRS. Again, the calculation indicates that when the class lives are the
same, MACRS should be elected.
Table 4 compares five -year ACRS to seven -year
MACRS. The result is that when the class life under ACRS is shorter, the election of ACRS is beneficial to the taxpayer.
The net tax benefit shown in the tables is a
function of the changing tax rate. If the rate was
constant, no net benefit would occur.
When evaluating the benefit of one method over
another, timing is the critical factor. Using present value techniques can determine the economic
benefit resulting from the different tax rates. The
present value discount rate chosen would not
change the depreciation method that would be
elected. A 10 %n rate was chosen to reflect a realistic investment in marketable securities. The tables
assume no present value at time period zero (point
of investment). This is because the actual saving
on a 1986 investment will not be realized until the
return is filed and refund received, which will be
mid -1987 for a 1986 investment.

(2,359)

Decision: Elect ACRS
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Table 7
Five -year MACRS Mid- quarter vs. Five -year ACRS
Third Quarter Property
ACRS

$15,000
34,000
20,400
12,240
11,298
7,062

$15,000
22,000
21,000
21,000
21,000
0

100,000

100,000

Difference

Tax
Rate

Tax
Benefit

P.V. at
10%

0
12,000
(600)
(8,760)
(9,702)
7,062

46%
34
34
34
34
34

0
4,080
(204)
(2,978)
(3,299)
2,401

0
$3 ' 372
153)
(2,034)
(2,048)
1,355

$

MACRS

0

0

492

Decision: Elect MACRS

Table 8
Five -year MACRS Mid- quarter vs. Five -year ACRS

$15,000
22,000
21,000
21,000
21.000
0

100,000

100,000

Tax
Rate

Tax
Benefit

P.V. at
10%

(10,000)
16,000
1,800
(7,320)
(10,056)
9,576

46%
34
34
34
34
34

(4,600)
5,440
612
(2,489)
(3,419)
3,256

(4,182)
4,496
460
(1,700)
(2,123)
1,838

0

(1,200)

$

5,000
38,000
22,800
13,680
10,944
9,576

Difference

$

ACRS

$

MACRS

$

Fourth Quarter Property

(1,211)

Decision: Elect AC RS

$4,000 /10 years X 200 % =$800
X 7/8

$700

Full year
depreciation
Mid - quarter
convention
First year
depreciation

August asset: five -year recovery class, $10,000
cost, 200% DB depreciation taken as of August
15.
$10,000 /5 years X 200% = $4,000
X 3/8
$1,500

Full year
depreciation
Mid - quarter
convention
First year
depreciation

Decemb er ass et: five -year recovery class,
$10,000 cost, 200% DB depreciation taken as of
November 15.
$10,000/5 years X 200% = $4,000
X 1/8

$ 500

38

Full year
depreciation
Mid - quarter
convention
First year
depreciation

Property placed in service after July 31, 1986
and before January 1, 1987, if depreciated under
MACRS will have to use a mid -year or mid -quarter convention. The test to determine which convention applies is made based on all property (except residential rental property and nonresidential
real property) purchased during the complete tax
year, not just the MACRS property, (Conference
Report p. II -47). Once the 40% test has been calculated, the only property affected is the MACRS
property.
ACRS vs. MACRS When the Mid -Quarter
Convention Applies
If the mid - quarter convention applies to a calen dar year taxp ayer an d two ass et s are p urchased -one in August 1986 and one in December 1986, MACRS should be elected for the asset
purchased in August 1986, thereby taking one half year depreciation. And ACRS shoul d be
elected for the asset purchased in December 1986
(Tables 5 -8).
In the cases shown in Tables 5 -8, if the property
is placed in service in the third quarter, MACRS
should be elected. If the property is placed in servi ce i n th e fou rt h qu art er, AC RS sh ou ld b e
elected.
Fiscal year taxpayers required to use the mid quarter convention should elect MACRS for all
property (with the same class life under ACRS
and MACRS) placed in service between September 1, 1986, and January 1, 1987, when this period
is a part of their first, second, or third quarter.
Fiscal year taxpayers required to use a mid -year
convention should elect MACRS for all property
placed in service between September 1, 1986, and
January 1, 1987, when the property has the same
class life under ACRS and MACRS.
If the taxpayer is, or will be subject to the alternative minimum tax, further considerations are
necessary. The preceding elections chosen maximize the amount of depreciation. If the taxpayer
wants to minimize depreciation, the opposite elections should be made. Because an asset by asset
election is possible, a mix could be determined to
yield the greatest tax depreciation while remaining just out of the clutches of the alternative minimum tax.
Choosing the Best Method
The election of a depreciation method for assets
placed into service during the last five months of
1986 requires careful deliberation. Companies
have the flexibility to choose the depreciation
method on an asset -by -asset basis, and the fact
that MACRS in certain cases generates significantly higher depreciation in t he early years,
make it imperative that a method not be blindly
chosen.
El
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By Darrell L. Test, John D. Hawley,
and Michael F. Cortright
Management often seeks guidance from management accountants, strategic planners, and financial analysts to aid in the determination of how
much to pay for resources to implement a new
business strategy or to protect a competitive position. These are business decisions which have the
potential to enhance the company's financial performance and increase the value of the company
for its shareholders.
Analyzing anticipated financial benefits and
quantifying the investment for the resources to
achieve those benefits are a difficult task because
of the many underlying assumptions in the analysis. The challenge facing those who advise management is to select a methodology that can be
consistently applied and interpreted. Stated another way —what information, and in what format,
would assist management to make prudent decisions regarding the investment required to pursue
a business strategy?
We introduce here the concept of "strategic value," and a methodology to assist management in
simplifying the task of determining the "strategic
value" for the initial resources required to implement a specific business strategy. These resources
can take the form of individual pieces of equipMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JUNE 1987

ment, technology, a product line, or a t ot al
company.
Strat egi c val ue, the maxi mu m "price" th at
should be paid to acquire the resources, is initially
derived from a financial evaluation of the projected benefits generated by those resources. Often
quantified in terms of net income and a cash flow
stream, these benefits are predicated on a number
of assumptions regarding sales growth, profitability, and asset management.
Initial strategic values derived from this process
usually are driven by the objective to achieve a desired rate of return for a selected financial ratio.
Ultimately, the maximum strategic value may be
greater or less than the initial strategic value when
various qualitative criteria are considered.

f

Darrell L. Test, CMA,
is manager of business
plan analysis for the
Electronics Operations
of Rockwell
International. He is
currently serving as
president of North
Dallas Chapter,
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article was submitted.

Profiling an Acquisition Candidate
The first step in deriving a strategic value is the
development of a financial forecast for the acquisition candidate. Assume that the financial projections (Table 1) represent the results, in terms of
sales, operating profit (before acquisition financing costs and taxes), and Net Assets Employed
(NAE), that the candidate is expected to generate
over a five -year period.
These financial projections assume there has
been a comprehensive assessment of many factors
including:

t
John D. Hawley is
director of acquisitions
and ventures for the
Electronics Operations,
Rockwell International.
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tion regarding the underlying assumptions (unit
prices and quantities, product costs, operating expenses, working capital levels, and capital equipment requirements) to ensure a reasonable confidence level in the candidate's ability to achieve
these results. Intangible qualitative benefits, such
as improved operating performance over historical levels, or expected synergy from the combining of two companies' resources, should be incorporated into the financial evaluation process.
These incremental benefits usually are a function

Table 1
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$1,000
Sales
Operating Profit
180
Net Assets
Employed (Yr. End)
515

$1,050
189

$1,103
199

$1,213
218

$1,334
240

535

565

645

687

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

5%
18%

5%
18%

10%
18%

10%
18%

2.OX

2.OX

2.OX

2.OX

2.OX

of m an age m en t's aggressiveness or intuition regarding the "quality" of the business opportunity.
Measures of f inan cial perform ance including
Sales G rowth, Return on Sales, Net As set s E m ployed Turnover, and Retur n on Ne t Asse ts Em ployed, calculated from the financial projections
discussed above, are shown in Table 2.

36%

36%

36%

36%

36%

Analyzing the Projections

Table 2
Year 1

Year 2

N/A
18%

Sales Growth
Return on Sales
Net Assets
Employed Turns
Return on Assets
Employed

•
•
•
•
•
•

To determine the reasonableness of the financial projections, they should be compared to various fam iliar benchm arks. The candidat e's anticipated perform ance can be analyzed by com paring
the candidate's historical performance, the com petitors' perfor m ance, and past perform ance and
fut ure objectives o f t h e acq uir ing com pany in
ter m s of f in a nc ia l per fo rm an ce ratios such as
ROA (he rein d efined as operating profit divided
by the average net assets em ployed).

Sp ecific resou rces to b e acqu ired,
Cu rren t tech no lo gy /pro d ucts,
Co m petitive p o sitio n ,
Man agem en t cap ab ility ,
Cu rren t fin an cial p erfo rm an ce, and
Ad d itio n al reso u rces to su pp o rt growth,
In ad d ition , th ere must be su fficient informa-

Figure 1
Calculation of Key Financial Ratios
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Consider, for example, the following scenarios
in which financial results of the acquiring company and the candidate are compared in terms of a
five -year cumulative average ROA:

Figure 2
Purchase Price
(Value)
$1500

5 -year Cumulative
Average ROA

Prior performance- acquiring
company
Five -year objective- acquiring
company
Projected performance- acquisition
candidate

Scenario
A

Scenario
B

1200

25%

40 7c,

900

30%

50%

40%n

40%

1

600

Under Scenario A, the candidate's performance
is projected to provide a rate of return greater
than the acquiring company's historical performance and five -year objective. Based on this preliminary assessment, acquisition of the company
will enhance the performance of the acquiring
company. Further analysis, however, is required
to develop a strategic value for the candidate. This
analysis should consider the potential impact of
the purchase price as well as the candidate's overall strategic fit with the acquiring company.
In the case of Scenario B, the candidate's projected performance provides a rate of return equal
to the acquiring company's historical performance, but significantly less than its five -year objective. Further consideration of this candidate
may not be warranted if the potential buyer's only
criterion is improved financial performance. But
caution should be exercised before eliminating
candidates from consideration based solely on
their potential financial contribution. There may
be other strategic rationales, such as synergy, for
the acquisition that may overshadow near- to -midterm financial performance objectives.
There are several rate -of- return ratios that can
be used for comparative analysis and subsequent
value assessment purposes. Some of these ratios,
like ROA, are periodic measures of performance
which can be expressed in terms of monthly, quarterly, annual, or cumulative average results. Another example of a periodic measure is ROI (Return on Investment) which differs from ROA as a
result of the impact of tax considerations. Assumptions regarding effective tax rates, and tax
loss carryforwards are essential in the calculation
of ROI.
The interrelationship of income statement/balance sheet elements and the various periodic rate of- return ratios is illustrated in Figure 1.
In addition to periodic measures, discounted
cash flow analysis can be used for comparative
and value assessment purposes. This analytical
method is used to derive a "present value" for a
future cash flow stream and requires a significant
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

300

15

20

25

30

35

40

Cumulative 5 -Year Average ROA ( %)

key assumption, i.e., selection of a residual or
market value for the business at the end of the
forecast period. This assumption, incorporating
an estimated value for the "ongoing" business, often becomes a very significant factor in the present value calculation. To mitigate its impact on
the present value, it is often recommended that
the financial projection be extended over a longer
timeframe (15 to 20 years). Caution, however, is
advised, as longer -term proj ect io n s may b e
fraught with peril due to the potential for significant technology advances, changing market conditions, and so on. Accordingly, it may be more
appropriate in certain instances to use periodic
measures that typically focus on results over a

Figure 3
Purchase Price
(Value)
$1500

1200
Aggressive
Forecast

900

600
Initial
Forecast

300

0
15

20

l_
25

30

35

40

Cumulative 5 -Year Average ROA ( %)
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shorter time frame (5 to 10 years).
Each ratio has its own particular merit. To simplify discussions and focus on the process, only
one ratio, ROA, is used in our example. This in no
way is intended to imply that the other ratios are
less appropriate; in fact, most often analyses are
performed and values determined based on the results of several types of ratios.
Assesssing Value
The objective of the financial evaluation process
is to determine the appropriate strategic value for

Figure 4
Purchase Price
(Value)
$1500
1200
Aggressive
Range of
"Strategic
Value"

900

Forecast

600
Market
Value

Initial
Forecast

300
Book
Value

01
15

1
20

25

1
30

1
35

40

Cumulative 5-Year Average ROA (%)
the resources to be acquired to implement a strategy and achieve a desired rate of return. Integral
to this process is an iterative analysis of the sensitivity of rate of return ratios to changes in:
The amount to be paid (value) for resources to
be acquired, and
Financial performance assumptions regarding
sal es gro wt h , pro fi t ab i l i t y, and asset
management.
By performing a series of "what if' analyses,
the impact of various values on a selected rate of
return ratio can be calculated. For example, the
ROA results displayed below were calculated
based on the projected financial performance of
our hypothetical acquisition candidate and the impact of a range of potential values (cash purchase
prices).
Purchase Price
$890
748
639
554
485

5-Year
Cumulative Average ROA
20 %
24
28
32
36

A line graph may be used to display the rela42

tionship between the purchase price, the selected
rate of return ratio, and the projected financial results (Figure 2).
The slope and position of the curve are affected
by changes in the assumptions (sales growth, profitability, asset management, etc.) used to develop
the financial projections as well as changes in the
purchase price. The impact of a more aggressive
forecast (improvements in all performance measurements displayed in Table 2) on the relationship between the purchase price and the rate of
return ratio is displayed in Figure 3.
It should be noted that the slope and position of
the curve also may be affected by the purchase
method (cash versus stock) and the treatment of
any difference between the price paid and the
"b o o k " value of the resources acquired, e.g.,
goodwill.
Using this graphic technique, management can
readily focus on a value associated with achieving
its rate -of- return objective and relate that value to
the candidate's market value (or asking price) and
book value to determine the financial attractiveness of the acquisition candidate. For example, in
Figure 4, if the desired minimum rate of return is
25 %, then a purchase price ranging from approximately $700 to $900 could be justified based on
the two forecasts of financial performance. The
upper price limit of $900 equates to 1.9 X book
value and a 25% premium over the current market value, while the lower price limit of $700
equates to 1.5 X book value and approximates the
current market value. This graphic presentation
allows management to "range" its return objective
(either higher or lower) to accommodate perceived risks, availability of alternate strategic actions, etc.
Strategic Value— Subjective or Objective
This financial evaluation methodology provides
management with a tool to evaluate the financial
attractiveness of a proposed strategic action and
determine the "strategic value" for the resources
employed to implement that strategy.
The process is intended to simplify the evaluation of a number of interrelated, complex variables including projected financial performance,
various assumptions, rate -of- return objectives,
range -of- purchase prices, and methods of payment. Ultimately, the amount management will be
willing to invest for the resources will be heavily
influenced by its conviction of the soundness of
the strategic rationale for the proposed action and
its perception of the aggressiveness of the assumptions underlying the financial projections. Management's judgment, therefore, may result in a
subjective "strategic value" which may be greater
or less than the objective value determined from
the financial evaluation.
❑
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Introduction
For many purposes management accountants find it necessary, or desirable, to allocate indirect production costs to
goods, projects, services, contracts, or other cost objects.
These purposes include inventory valuation and related
profit measurement, contract pricing and other pricing,
measurement of product or segment profitability, control
ofcosts, and other long- and short -term management deciMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

sions. A number of different techniques may be used to
allocate indirect production costs to cost objects. Some
techniques are preferable to others. The purpose of this
Statement is to provide guidance to management accountants in the allocation of indirect production costs to cost
objects.
The objective of allocating indirect production costs to
cost objects is to assign an appropriate share of the total
costs incurred during a specified period of time to each
cost object. If feasible, costs should be allocated in proportion to the amount ofcost that each cost object caused. If a
causal connection is not feasible, some other criterion,
such as benefits received, should be used.
Statement Scope
Production costs incurred for a cost object are either direct
costs or indirect costs of that cost object. A cost item is a
direct cost if it can be identified specifically with a single
cost object in an economically feasible manner. Direct production costs include direct materials, direct labor, and
other directly assignable costs. A cost item is an indirect
cost ifit is common to two or more cost objects and cannot
43

be identified specifically with a single cost object in an economically feasible manner. Indirect production costs may
include costs such as indirect labor, repairs and maintenance, indirect materials and supplies, depreciation, insurance, and property taxes. Indirect production costs also
may be referred to as production overhead.
Indirect production costs may be divided further into
categories for particular cost or profitability constructions.
Examples of these categories are short -run controllable vs.
long -run controllable costs and variable (with volume of
production) vs. fixed costs. This Statement is concerned
with the allocation of all categories of indirect production
costs.
4. This Statement describes the allocation of indirect production costs to products. Products may be either tangible
goods or intangible services, such as those provided by
hospitals, schools, professional firms, and hotels.
5. a. There are two types of cost allocations: (a) the allocation of costs to time periods (e.g., the allocation of the
Figure 1
Flow of Indirect Production Costs
from Incurrence to Final Cost Object
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cost of depreciable assets to the time periods that represent their useful lives, via the depreciation mechanism)
and (b) the allocation of all the costs of a time period
to cost objects for which costs were incurred during
that time period. This Statement deals only with the
latter type of allocation.
b. There are three general types of production cost construction: responsibility costs, full costs, and differential costs. Each is intended to serve a specific set of
purposes, but responsibility costs, full costs, and some
information useful in estimating differential costs typically are outputs of a single cost accounting system.
These three types of cost construction are discussed
separately because the cost allocation problem for each
is somewhat different.
c. Indirect production costs may be viewed in either a his44

torical perspective or an estimated future perspective.
This Statement is concerned with both historical costs
and estimated future costs.
6. This Statement applies only to allocations of indirect production costs that are material in amount, that is, to practices that mi ght make a s igni ficant d ifference in the
amount of cost measured.
7. This Statement is concerned with the allocation of service
and administrative costs that are associated with the production function. Other service and administrative costs
are covered in Statement on Management Accounting 4B.
Definitions
8. a. Production Costs —Costs incurred in the production
process to bring goods to the point at which they are
ready for sale or costs incurred to produce services.
b. Direct Cost —A cost item that can be identified specifically with a single cost object in an economically feasible manner.
c. Indirect Cost —A cost item that is common to two or more cost objects and cannot be identified specifically with any one
of these cost objects in an economically
feasible manner; also called overhead
cost.
d. Full Cost —The sum of the direct costs
and applicable indirect costs assigned to
a cost object.
e. Cost Assignment —The distribution of
cost items to cost objects. A direct cost is
assigned directly to a cost object. An indirect cost is allocated to cost objects.
f. Cost Allocation —The distribution of indirect production costs to individual cost
objects.
g. Cost Object —A function, organizational
subdivision, or product whose costs are
measured.
h. Final Cost Object —In a cost accounting
n1L� rr+
sys t em, the pro d u ct wh o s e co s t is
measured.
i. Intermediate Cost Object —In a cost accounting system, a focal point for the
grouping of costs prior to their assignment to final cost
objects; a cost center. Intermediate cost objects may
be cost responsibility centers, service cost centers,
production cost centers, or production cost pools.
j. Cost Responsibility Center —An identifiable organization
subdivision headed by a manager who is held accountable for the accomplishment of specific functions and
for control of the costs of those functions.
k. Service Cost Center —A cost responsibility center whose
functions are to provide support or service to other cost
centers. Examples could be maintenance, general factory, and occupancy.
1. Production Cost Center —A cost responsibility center
whose functions contribute directly to the production
of a product.
m. Production Cost Pool —A grouping of indirect producCO51
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tion costs that have a similar causal relationship to the
cost objects to which they will be assigned. A production cost pool also may be a cost responsibility center.
Alternatively, the cost items in several cost responsibility centers may be grouped in a single production
cost pool, or the cost items in a single responsibility
center may be disaggregated into several production
cost pools. (See Figure 1.)
n. Overhead Rate —The ratio of indirect costs for a period
of time to the volume of some measurable associated
causal or beneficial factor in the same period of time.
o. Variable Cost —A cost that is expected to increase as
the volume of production, sales, or some other cost causing factor in a period increases and that is expected
to decrease as the volume in a period decreases.
p. Fixed Cost —A cost that is expected to be at a constant
amount in a given time period regardless of changes in
volume in that time period.
q. Discretionary Cost —A cost whose amount within a
time period is governed by a management decision to
incur the cost. The amount is not related to the volume
of production or sales or to the capacity of the organization. Most discretionary costs are fixed, but some
may be variable.
r. Contribution Margin —The difference between revenues
and total variable costs.
s. Segment Contribution —The difference between revenues and the total of the variable costs and the direct
fixed costs assigned to a segment of the organization.
t. Operating Income —The difference between revenues
and the total ofthe variable costs, the direct fixed costs,
and the indirect fixed costs assigned to a segment ofthe
organization.
u. Cost Accounting System —The system within an organization that provides for the collection and assignment
ofcosts to intermediate and final cost objects.
v. Standard Cost System —A product costing system in
which the costs assigned to individual products are the
costs that should have been incurred rather than the
costs that actually were incurred.
w. Equivalent Units of Product —A common denominator
of the cost causation impact of different products produced in a product cost center.
Cost Accounting System
9. A cost accounting system collects direct and indirect costs
and assigns these costs to cost objects. The cost accounting
system for an organization should be designed to provide
cost information that is useful to managers and cost information that is required for financial accounting purposes
(inventory cost, contract cost). Such a system should identify costs initially by responsibility center (responsibility
costs) and ultimately with final cost objects (full costs). See
Figure 1. Production costs should be separated into variable and fixed components prior to assignment to final
cost objects and thus provide an indication of those differential costs that vary with the volume of production. The
data flowing through the cost accounting system should be
internally consistent; that is, for each period, the total proMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

duction costs incurred should be equal to the total of costs
assigned to final cost objects.
Responsibility Costs
10. Responsibility costs are cost items classified in a way that
aids in the control of costs. Usually implementation of
this concept requires that each item be identified with the
manager who is responsible for the control of that item.
11. Indirect production costs are difficult to control because
they include a variety of different cost items with different behavioral characteristics. Some costs, such as occupancy costs and certain salaries, are expected to be the
same amount per period regardless of changes in volume
of production. Other items usually vary with changes in
volume. Some cost items are discretionary; that is, they
vary only in response to decisions of managers about the
level of spending. Examples of discretionary costs are
those related to research and development and management development and training.
12. Flexible budgets usually are the most effective tool for
measuring management performance in controlling indirect production costs. A flexible budget is a plan that
specifies the amount of cost for each item that should be
incurred for any volume of production that might reasonably be expected to occur during a specified period of
time. Differences between planned costs and actual costs
are spending variances and, at least in part, are the responsibility of the manager of the responsibility center
that incurs the costs. The identification of costs by responsibility should be the first step in accounting for
costs because once the process of assignment of costs to
intermediate and final cost objects is begun, the opportunity to measure effectiveness in controlling costs is lost.
13. The cost accounting system should identify service cost
centers and production cost centers separately. A dual responsibility exists for the costs of a service cost center.
The service cost center manager is responsible for the
costs incurred by the service cost center in providing
units of service. Managers of the cost centers served are,
at least in part, responsible for the amount of the service
consumed by their cost centers. Usually this dual responsibility for costs should be recognized by charging the
production cost center and crediting the service cost center for actual services consumed at a predetermined rate
per unit of service and by incorporating provisions for
these charges and credits into the flexible budgets of the
respective cost centers.
14. Responsibility cost items are identifiable directly with a
responsibility center. Even though a cost item may not be
controllable in the short run, such as depreciation expense on plant and equipment used by a department, the
cost item nevertheless may be a responsibility cost.
Full Production Cost
15. The full production cost of a cost object is the sum of its
direct production costs plus an appropriate share of applicable indirect production costs.
Full production cost is the cost at which completed
products should be carried in inventory or in unbilled ser45

vices. It also is the cost that should be recorded as cost of
sales when products are sold. In addition to these uses,
the measurement of full production cost is a necessary
step in the accumulation of full costs of the organization,
including direct and indirect selling, general and administrative expenses. (See Statement on Management Accounting 4B for the usefulness of full cost constructions.)
Figure 2 is an illustration of a profitability model that
incorporates full production costs.
16. The allocation of indirect production costs to final cost
objects is accomplished in a series of steps:
a. Each indirect production cost item is assigned to a
production cost center or a service cost center.
b. The total costs of each service cost center are reassigned to production cost centers.
c. The total indirect costs accumulated in each production cost cent er are al lo cated to p ro du ct s produced in the respective production cost centers.
17. Service cost centers incur costs to provide service to other
cost centers or to the entire organization. The costs in
service cost centers should be assigned to other cost centers in two ways:
a. Those costs that can be identified directly with the services rendered to another cost center should be assigned directly to that cost center at predetermined
rates per unit of service, as described in paragraph 13.
b. The other costs in a service cost center should be allocated to other cost centers based on the causal relationship between the service costs and the cost center
receiving the allocation.
18. Some service cost centers may receive services from other
service centers. In such situations, the cost accounting
system should provide for a step -down sequence of allocation of service center costs in which either the service
center that provides the most service to other service centers or receives the least service from other service centers
is allocated first, then the other service centers are allocated in order according to the criteria selected. Once the
costs of a service center have been allocated, no additional costs are assigned to that service center. Alternatively,
service center costs may be allocated to other service centers by a system of reciprocal distribution utilizing the
techniques of matrix algebra.
19 Many cost items that are indirect costs with respect to a
final cost object may be direct costs with respect to an
intermediate cost object and therefore are assigned directly to that cost object. Those cost items that cannot be
assigned directly to a cost center and those service center
costs that cannot be assigned directly to other cost centers should be allocated to cost centers based upon the
causal relationship between the costs and the cost center
receiving the allocation. The base for the allocation of indirect costs to cost centers should be the one that best
expresses the causal relationship between the costs and
the cost centers. Most of the possible allocation bases are
46

included in the following principal categories:
a. People- oriented costs Costs that are caused primarily
by the number of employees should be allocated based
on the number of employees or the number of labor
hours in the respective cost centers.
b. Payroll - oriented costs. Costs that are related primarily
to the amount that employees are paid should be allocated based on some measure of the labor costs in the
respective cost centers.
c. Equipment- oriented costa Costs that are related primarily to the usage of equipment should be allocated
based on a measure of equipment utilization, such as
machine hours.
d. Materials- oriented costs. Costs that are caused primarily by acquisition, storage, or movement of materials
should be allocated based on either a physical measure
or cost of direct materials used in the respective cost
centers. See SMA 4E.
e. Space- oriented costs. Costs that are caused primarily
by the need to provide and maintain work or storage
space should be allocated based on a physical measure
of the space required by the respective cost centers.
f. Transaction - oriented costs. Costs that are caused primarily by production transactions, such as production
orders issued, engineering change orders, and scheduling and expediting activities, should be allocated according to the number of transactions generated by the
respective cost centers.
g. Total activity- oriented costs. Those costs that are presumed to be caused by the overall activity of an organization should be allocated according to some measure of overall activity, such as total direct costs or
total full costs in the respective cost centers.
20. The basic technique for the allocation of indirect production costs of a production cost center to final cost objects
involves the use of overhead rates An overhead rate applies a constant amount of cost to each equivalent unit of
production.
To develop an overhead rate for a production cost center, the total indirect cost for a period is divided by the
total units of production passing through that cost center
in that period. The result is an overhead rate stated in
cost per unit of production. The cost accounting system
allocates this cost to each unit passing through the production cost center. Each product is assigned the appropriate cost for each production cost center it passes
through.
The selection of the unit of volume used to develop the
overhead rate for a production cost center and, subsequently, to allocate costs to products is a matter of judgment. The unit selected should:
a. Be common to and measureable for all products
worked on in the production cost center.
b. Have a high correlation —i.e., a high causal relationship— between the volume measure and the amount of
costs in the cost center.
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tive because many items of indirect cost are
fixed or discretionary and do not vary with
volume changes. If the estimate of average
production volu me i s to o hi gh, too little
cost will be assigned to final cost objects.
If the estimate of average production volume
Business Segments
Total
(Cost Objects)
Company
is too low, too much cost will be assigned to
C
A
B
final cost objects. The flexible budgets for
REVENUES
$706
$423 $134 $149
indirect costs are used to simulate the amount
COST OF SALES
of cost to be incurred for each cost item at the
2
Direct production costs:
anticipated level of activity. Then the allocaDirect materials
$185
$107
61
17
tion methodology decided upon is used to
Direct labor
85
57
7
21
simulate the amount of cost for each producIndirect production costs
58
39
56
153
tion cost center. The final step is to divide
TOTAL COST OF SALES
$423
$222
63 $138
the estimated amount of indirect cost in each
GROSS PROFIT
$283
$201
71
11
production cost center by the estimated equiSELLING AND ADMINISTRATION COSTS
143
85
29
29
valent units of volume anticipated to pass
through the product cost center to obtain the
OPERATING INCOME BEFORE INCOME
TAXES
$140
$116 $ 42 $(18)
predetermined overhead rate. Predetermined
overhead rates should be revised during the
year if there are significant changes in cost
levels, anticipated production volumes, or the producThe volume measures used most frequently and aption process.
propriately include direct labor hours, direct labor 23. Actual indirect costs incurred in each period usually are
dollars, machine hours, production orders, engineergreater or less than the estimated costs, and actual proing change orders, or some product- related physduction volume usually differs from the estimated proical measure such as tons, gallons, or equivalent units
duction volume used to calculate the predetermined overproduced.
head rate. Consequently, actual indirect costs incurred
will differ from the amount of indirect costs allocated to
21. The procedures described above imply that the overhead
final cost objects, When actual costs are greater than allorate is determined after the period has ended. In fact, in
cated costs, overhead is underabsorbed. When actual
most situations it is desirable to estimate annually the incosts are less than allocated costs, overhead is overabcurrence and allocation of indirect costs and predetersorbed. For management accounting purposes, overabmine the overhead rate to be used in each production cost
sorbed or underabsorbed overhead should be credited or
center for the coming year. The reasons for using predecharged to earnings in the current period. For financial
termined overhead rates are:
reporting, however, if the amounts involved are material,
they should be assigned to cost of sales and inventory in
Seasonal
cost
factors
and
monthly
changes
in
volume
the proportions in which the costs of production during
a.
of production may produce fluctuations in overhead
the period have been assigned to cost of s ales and
rates that are calculated monthly. These fluctuainventory.
tions serve no useful purpose and often are mislead- 24. The procedures described for full costing are applicable
ing. They can be avoided by using predetermined overwhen the primary objective of the cost accounting system
head rates.
is the assignment of actual costs to final cost objects. In
The use of predetermined overhead rates permits end many situations, however, management is concerned with
of -period accounting to be accomplished much more
what costs should be incurred for a final cost object and
quickly.
where in the organization and in what amount the actual
C. Predetermining overhead rates annually requires less
costs incurred differ from the costs that should have been
effort than going through the allocation process each
incurred. This kind of information is provided by a stanperiod. An annual period is appropriate for the prededard cost system. Standard costs are statements of what
termination of overhead rates unless the production/
costs should be. Standard direct material costs and stanmarketing cycle of the entity is such that the use of a
dard direct labor costs are described in Statements 4E
longer or shorter period would clearly provide more
and 4D, respectively.
useful information.
A standard cost system uses predetermined overhead
rates to allocate indirect production costs to final cost ob22. Predetermined overhead rates require an estimate of the
jects, following the procedures described in the preceding
level of activity in each responsibility center and an estiparagraphs, with two exceptions:
mate of the average production volume in each production cost center. The estimate of the average production
a. Both in the simulation described in paragraph 22 and
volume for production cost centers is particularly sensiin the actual allocation of costs to final cost objects,
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Figure 2
Profitability Model
Full Costs
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Differential Production Costs
Figure 3
Profitability Model
Differential Costs
Total
Business Segments
Company
(Cost Objects)
REVENUES
VARIABLE COSTS
3
Direct production costs:
4
Direct materials
5
Direct labor
6
Indirect production costs
7 Selling and administration costs
8
TOTALVARIABLECOST
9 CONTRIBUTION MARGIN
10
of Revenues
11 DIRECT FIXED COSTS
12
Production costs
13 Selling and administration costs
TOTAL SEGMENTDIRECT COSTS
14
15 SEGMENT CONTRIBUTION
16 ALLOCATED SHARE OF INDIRECT
FIXEDCOSTS
17
Production costs
18
Selling and administration costs
19
TOTALSEGMENTINDIRECTCOSTS
20 OPERATINGINCOME BEFORE
INCOME TAXES
1

$706

A
$423

B
$134

C
$149

$185
85
61
21

$107
57
20
12

$ 17 $ 61
7
21
17
24
5
4

$352

$196

$ 52

$104

354

227

82

45

2

%

50.1%
51
28

24
19

79

$ 43

$ 16 $ 20

$275

$184

$ 66

$ 25

41
94

14
54

6
18

21
22

$135

$ 68

$ 24 $ 43

$140

$116

$ 42

$

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Revenues
Direct production costs
Indirect production costs
Direct selling and administration costs
Indirect selling and administration costs

53.7 % 61.2 % 30.2%
9
7

only the costs that should have been incurred are included. Any differences between planned costs and actual costs incurred are identified as spending variances
by the flexible budgeting system. Spending variances
are identified by responsibility center and are signals
to management that indirect costs are not being incurred as planned in those segments of the organization.
For management accounting purposes, spending variances are charged or credited to earnings in the period
in which they are incurred.
b. In the production cost center, the units of volume that
are the basis for the allocation of production center
costs to final cost objects are stated at standard rather
than actual.
Because spending variances have been identified and
dealt with separately, any remaining overabsorbed or underabsorbed overhead is attributable primarily to differences between the actual volume in a period and the estimat ed vo l u me th at was used to cal cu l at e the
predetermined overhead rate. The differences are called
volume variances and for management accounting purposes are charged or credited to earnings in the current
period. For financial reporting purposes, if the amounts
of spending and volume variances are material, they
should be assigned to cost of sales and inventory in the
proportions in which the costs of production during the
period have been assigned to cost of sales and inventory.
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25. Differential costs are costs that are different under o ne set of conditions than
they would be under another set of conditions. Differential costs always relate to
the future and can be defined only in the
context of a specific situation. Many management decisions require estimates of differences in some or all of the following:

18
2

Many management decisions also require
the estimation of these data for individual
segments of the entity rather than for the entity as a whole. The cost accounting system
should be designed to provide data that will
be useful in estimating the differential costs
for a wide variety ofmanagement decisions.
Profitability Model

26. This Statement is concerned primarily with
indirect production costs. It is useful, how$(18)
ever, to consider all elements of cost in the
profitability model shown in Figure 3, which
is t he framewo rk for thi s s ect ion of the
Statement.
In this model, direct fixed costs are those costs that
will exist if that business segment (cost object) continues
to exist but should disappear if the business segment is
discontinued. Indirect fixed costs are those overall costs
ofthe entity that would continue if the segment were discontinued. These costs would have to be reallocated
among the remaining segments. In this model, profitability is measured at three levels for each segment
of the business:
a. Contribution margin
b. Segment contribution
c. Operating income
The measure of operating income in this profitability
model is consistent with the same measure in the full cost
profitability model illustrated in Figure 2. The classification of costs into their variable and fixed components,
and the further classification of fixed costs into those
that are direct to a segment ofthe business and those that
are not, provide the necessary data from which to determine the differential costs relevant to a wide variety of
management decisions. For example, if the alternatives in
a decision involve operating at different volume levels,
the differential costs may be equal to the variable costs.
Ifthe alternatives involve adding or dropping a segment
of the business, the differential costs may include the
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JUNE 1987

direct fixed costs of the segment in addition to the variable costs.
27. The segregation of the fixed and variable components of
indirect production costs can be accomplished by an extension of the simulation technique described in paragraphs 22 -24 for the annual predetermination of overhead rates. In addition to using the flexible budgets to
determine the total amount of cost for each indirect cost
item each month at the anticipated level of activity, the
flexible budget rates can be extended to a cost intercept at
zero volume of activity. The cost at the point of intercept
is deemed the fixed component of the cost. The fixed
component is subtracted from the total cost at the anticipated level of activity, and the difference is deemed the
variable component. The simulation then uses the allocation methodology decided upon to determine the amount
of variable indirect costs for each product cost center.
The final step of dividing the amount of variable indirect
costs in each production cost center by the equivalent
units of production anticipated to pass through the pro-

duction cost center will produce a predetermined variable
overhead rate. The fixed component of an indirect production cost item is stated as an amount per period rather
than as a rate per unit of volume. Discretionary indirect
production costs also are stated as an amount per period.
28. The subsequent classification of fixed and discretionary
indirect production costs into those that are direct to a
segment ofthe business and those that are not is done by
examining and classifying each cost item.
29. Many entities have more than one dimension of segmentation that they find useful for management purposes.
For example, one dimension ofsegmentation might be by
product line, another might be by channel of distribution,
and still another might be by geographical region. Variable costs follow the product or service and usually require no further analysis for a different dimension of segment at io n. For each dimen sion of segmen tati on ,
however, fixed indirect production costs and other fixed
costs should be examined separately and classified as either direct to a segment or not direct.
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Taxes
6 "
recognized built -in gain tax.
The 1986 Act does contain transitional rules that provide partial or total relief from the repeal of the General Utilities d oct ri ne for co rp oratio ns with
values of under $10 million. Corporations with net asset values of under $5
million will be able to liquidate their
corporations tax -free until December
31, 1988. This benefit is phased out on a
pro -rata basis as a corporation's net asset value approaches $10 million.
There are other items in the 1986 Act
that could affect the decision of whether
a corporation should elect S status. For
example, maximum tax rates for individual taxpayers, beginning in 1988, will
be lower than the top corporate rate of
34 %. Thus, it would be possible for the
individual shareholders to pay less tax
on the income generated by the corporation. However, this analysis can be

very deceiving, especially when state
and local taxes also are considered. Certain states and localities, such as New
York City, do not recognize S corporation status and require all corporations
to pay tax regardless of the federal income tax election.
Moreover, the new tax rates for individuals under the new law are subject to
change, particularly because the effect
of the new law on revenue flow is at best
unpredictable. Considering the huge
budget deficit problem, it would be no
surprise if Congress were to enact legislation to increase tax rates.

MAP
12"
operations of FASB, FASAC, GASB,
and GASAC will commence no later
than January 1, 1989.
The report was the result of the study
of what it calls "the poten tial problem... that the two Boards, acting entirely within their defined jurisdiction,

can establis h standards for the same
types of transactions (e.g., pension costs
and depreciation) and entities (e.g., utilities and hospitals) not justified by the
fact that there are differences in circums t a n ce s . " In bri ef, t h e rep o rt
recommended:
• More emphasis on communication
between boards and staffs.
• Avoidance of duplication of efforts
and research.
• That new agenda items that could result in one board's reaching a different conclusion than the other should
be reported for informational purposes to the FAF's Board of Trustees.
• That each b oard should explicitly
state its justifications for coming to a
conclusion different from that already published by the other board.
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Induced Conversions
of Convertible De b:
re of the Pitfalls
If one company ha d ma de the requ ired expense
recognition under FASB's sta ndard, its net income
would ha ve been redu ced by more than 9 0 %.

By Paula B. Thomas and
J. Larry Hagler
ITH THE CURRENT DEcline in interest rate levels,
many firms find themselves
saddled with relatively high cost debt acquired during
the last few years. Several
op t io n s are avai l ab l e fo r
companies anxious to rid themselves of this expensive debt. Traditional techniques companies
have used include calling debt that has a call feature, and repurchasing their d ebt in the open
market.
Another metho d has been ad opted by some
firms who have convertible debt. They can induce
their bondholders to convert the debt by offering
them more shares of stock for each bond than the
original terms specified. But accounting for these
induced conversions has posed a problem. Should
such transactions be treated as extinguishment of
debt, with the accompanying recognition of the
appropriate gain or loss, or as the mere conversion
of convertible debt, which would necessitate no
such gain or loss recognition?
To answer this question, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued FAS 84, "Induced Conversions of Convertible Debt," effective
for conversions resulting from inducements offered after March 31, 1985.' The Statement provides guidance to debtors who change the original
terms of their convertible debt in order to induce
its conversion to common stock.
Specifically, FAS 84 requires that the fair market value of the additional securities offered to induce conversion, called "sweeteners," must be
recognized as an expense by the debtor upon conversion of the debt. A comparison of FAS 84 to
Opinion No. 26 of FASB's predecessor, Accounting Principles Board (APB), indicates major vari52

ations between past reporting practices and current required treatment.
Before FAS 84
Although the FASB has issued several statements to amend APB 26, it is still the cornerstone
that provides basic guidance for accounting for
early extinguishment of debt. The Opinion requires recognition of a gain or loss (calculated as
the difference between the reacquisition price and
the net carrying amount of the debt) upon extingu is hmen t. ' Th e fu nd ament al p remi se o f th e
Opinion was to recognize such gains and losses regard l es s o f t h e met h o d u s ed t o achi eve t h e
extinguishment.
The scope of APB 26 covers all extinguishment
of debt except troubled debt restructuring, and
debt to equity conversions resulting from conversion privileges included in the terms of the debt at
issuance (emphasis added). Thus, conversions resulting from sweetened terms were not excluded
from the dictates of APB 26.
Accordingly, prior to the issuance of FAS 84,
companies offering inducements should have recorded a gain or loss on the conversion in compliance with APB 26. If the reacquisition price exceed ed t h e ca rryi n g val u e o f t h e d eb t , the
company would report a loss. When the reacquisition price was less than the carrying value of the
debt, the company would report a gain. FAS 4 requires that such gains and losses, if material, be
classified as extraordinary items.
Prior to the issuance of FAS 84, the market value of the sweetened shares simply increased the
total reacquisition price. Thus, no distinction was
made between shares converted pursuant to the
original terms and additional shares offered as inducements for conversion. Companies simply reported gains or losses based on the difference between the total carrying amount of the debt and
the total reacquisition price (market price of the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

stock), which would have included both the original and the sweetened shares.
Need for Change
In the "Basis for Conclusions" section of the
FAS 84 Statement, the FASB stated that both the
Board and most respondents to the exposure draft
believed that accounting for induced conversions
as extinguishments (which was the required treatment before FASB 84) did not faithfully portray
the substance of the transactions. The payment of
an incentive to the bondholder could have required recognition of a loss on extinguishment
that exceeded the value of the additional incentive. The greater the fai r market value of the
shares being offered, t he larger would be the
amount of loss recognized.
Effectively, FAS 84 changes the accounting for
these sweetened conversions terms by excluding
them from the scope of APB 26. In contrast to
APB 26 where differences in total values of the
equity securities and the carrying amount of the
debt were recognized as an extraordinary gain or
loss, FAS 84 focuses on the value of the additional
shares of stock offered as sweeteners. Specifically,
it requires recognition ofexpense equal to the fair
market value ofall additional securities issued.
Before and After FAS 84

APB 26 Reporting. Before promulgation ofFAS
84, APB 26 would have required removal of the
bonds at their carrying value, a credit to capital
for the fair market value of the securities given
(reacquisition price), and the recognition of the
difference as a gain or loss. Under the same assumptions noted above, the entry would be:
Bonds
Extraordinary loss
(1,500 - 1,000)
Common Stock (25 X $60)

1,000
500
1,500

Essentially, the requirements of FAS 84 have
changed what would have been a $500 extraordinary loss to a $300 expense.
Illustration 2: Market Price Less than Conversion
Price
In the previous illustration, the market value of
the stock ($60) exceeded the conversion price
($40). When the market value of the stock is less
than the conversion price, the impact on earnings
resulting from the differing requirements of FAS
84 and APB 26 is even greater. To illustrate, assume the same facts as in the previous situation,
except that the market value of the stock is $25
instead of $60.
FASB 84 Reporting. As noted in Illustration 1,
the fair market value of the five additional shares
offered by the induced terms must be recognized
as expense. The bonds are removed at their book
value, and common stock is credited for the total.
The entry would be:

Paula B. Thomas,
CMA, is an instructor
in the Department of
Accounting at Middle
Tennessee State
University in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.

J. Larry Hagler is a
professor in the
School of Accountancy
at Mississippi State
University, Mississippi
State, Miss.

The following examples show the effect of an
induced conversion when the conversion price is
below the market value, and above the market value. For both examples, assume that a company
has one bond with both a face amount and a carrying value of$1,000; the bond is convertible into
Bonds
1,000
non -par common stock at a conversion price of
Conversion expense (5 X $25)
125
$50 per share. In order to induce conversion, the
Common Stock
1,125
company reduces the conversion price to $40 per
share. The number ofadditional shares offered as
APB 26 Reporting. Under APB 26 rules, the
a result ofthe inducement is calculated as follows: company would have reported a $375 gain, the
difference between the book value of the bond and
Incremental Shares
the market value of the stock. Still assuming a $25
Shares of stock available under
market value, the journal entry would be:
sweetened terms ($1,000 - $40)
25
Shares of stock available under origiBonds
1,000
nal terms ($1,000 = $50)
20
Extraordinary gain
Incremental Shares
S
(1,000 - 625)
375
Common Stock (25 X $25)
625
Illustration 1: Market Value Exceeds Conversion
Price
The $375 extraordinary gain calculated under the
FAS 84 Reporting. Assume that the market val- old rules is now reported as a $125 expense; the
ue ofthe stock at the date ofconversion is $60 per net difference on the income statement is $500.
share. FAS 84 requires that the fair market value
of the incremental shares be recognized as ex- Practical Implementation of FAS 84
pense. The journal entry would appear as:
We searched the National Automated Accounting and Research System (NAARS) database to
Bonds
1,000
locate firms who had reported induced conversion
Conversion expense (5 X $60)
300
oftheir bonds after January 1984. A search of this
Common Stock
1,300
database, which contains financial information on
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more than 4,000 companies per year, disclosed
only three companies which had reported such
transactions during the specified time period. The
search also revealed an additional three companies who had experienced these transactions in
1982 and 1983, and were still reporting them in
their financial statements for the period under
review.
Although these companies did not have to apply FAS 84 because all of their induced conversions occurred prior to its effective date, we analyze the impact the Statement would have had on
the financial statements of three of the cited companies if such application had been required.
Action Industries

O

a

sion privilege.'
Action Industries disclosed in the footnotes to
its financial statements that it accounted for this
transaction "as an early extinguishment of debt,
and accordingly.... recorded as an extraordinary
charge... the mark et value of th e in cremental
shares issued as a result of the reduction in the
conversion price." The company further noted
that "literal application of the pertinent account ing literature would have resulted in a substantial
increase in the amount of the charge." Both man agement and the independent accountants apparently felt that "such literal application would have
resulted in an unreasonable portrayal of the economic consequences of the transaction which
would cause the financial statements to be mis-

In 1983, Action Industries temporarily reduced

leading. "' The extraordinary charge reported on

th e co n versio n p rice o f th eir 9% convertible subo rd in ated d eb en tu res fro m $9.87 to $8.97 per
sh are o f co mm o n sto ck. Du ring the tem porary period wh en such in d ucem en ts were available, holders o f $15,514,000 o f d eb t ex ercised their conver-

the incom e statem ent was $1,235, 000;' the audit
rep ort dis clo sed th at such lit er al ap p lic a tio n
would have resulted in a $3,800,000 increase in
the am ount of th e cha rge.'
Com pan y m an agem e nt ap pears to be in a greem ent with the s entim ent e xpres sed b y the FASB
when it decided to a ddr ess the top ic of indu ced
conversion of debt. Except for the classification of
the charge as extraordinary, Action Industries reported this transaction in c om p lia nce wit h w hat
later becam e the requirem ents of FAS 84. Apparently, they felt that then - current generally accepted acc ountin g principle s did not reflect the eco-

,

_

?

_

-

nom ic reality of the event.
The othe r co m pa nies did not discus s altern ate
accounting treatm ents of their induced d ebt con -

0
1

versions in their annual reports so their identities
will not be disclosed. Relevant information will be
taken from their annual reports to illustrate the
effect that FAS 84 would have had if they had
been required to follow it.
Com pany A offered a tem porary reduction in
the conversion price of the com m on stock associated with its con ver tible d ebt when the stock's

Of th e $52
billion in debt
offerings during

market price was less than both its conversion

i

7983, 13%
Were Co nv er tib le.

price and the sweetened price. The com pany properly reported a gain on this transaction because
the reacquisition rice of the debt was less than its
p
carrying value. Had this inducem ent been made
aft er the e ffe ctive da te of FA S 84, the com pany
would have had to report as expense the fair m arket value of t he incremental shares offered as a
result of the inducem ent. For Company A, the required expense recognition would have reduced

-

r e p o r t e d ne t i nc o me b y o v e r 9 0 % .

Before any inducem ents, m ost holders of Com pany B's convertible debt were not willing to convert because the conversion price exceeded the
m arke t va lue of th e st ock. To encou rage con version, Com pany B m ana gem ent reduced the con version price below the m arket value of the stock.
Beca use the tota l f air m arket valu e of the sha res
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issued exceeded the book value of the debt, the
company properly reported a loss on conversion,
according to the dictates of APB 26. Had the inducement been offered after the effective date of
FAS 84, the expense recognition would have been
less than the extraordinary loss the company reported. The difference between the two accounting treatments would have increased reported
earnings by 16 %.
In summary, the companies which had reported
induced conversions prior to the effective date of
FAS 84 would have fared differently under its application. Company A's earnings would be materially (90 %) reduced by application of the Statemen t. In con trast, Comp any B would have
benefited from its guidelines. These differences in
the altered direction of earnings depend on whether the market value of the stock is greater than or
less than the conversion price.
FASB 84—a Reporting Improvement!
We have demonstrated that FAS 84 can have a
material effect on reported net income. But has it
improved the information received by the users of
financial statements?
Whether bonds are converted according to the
original terms or according to sweetened terms
has no impact on current cash flows. Future cash
flows may be altered, because the firm is removing
its obligation to pay interest, but no money outflow or inflow results from the conversion. Sweetened conversions do result in more common stock
outstanding, thus the likelihood of paying out
more in dividends increases. But does the expense
recognition required by FAS 84 provide information to allow the financial statement users to assess these future cash flows?
The expense recognition has no impact on equity, because an offsetting credit for the fair market
value of the incremental share is made to paid -in
capital. As shown in our first illustration, the net
increase in equity will be for the book value of the
debt removed, regardless of whether the company
is reporting under the dictates of APB 26 or FAS
84. Under FAS 84 reporting, the net increase in
equity is $1,000 (the $1,300 credit to common
stock less the $300 conversion expense). Applying
APB 26 still results in the same $1,000 increase
(the $1,500 credit to common stock less the $500
loss).
Classification: Ordinary v. Extraordinary
Perhaps one of the most disturbing aspects of
FAS 84 is the specific requirement that the expense recognized under its auspices shall not be
reported as an extraordinary item.' This practice
runs counter to APB 26 extinguishment of debt
reporting. FAS 4, "Reporting Gains and Losses
from Extinguishment of Debt," allows classificaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

tion of these gains and losses as extraordinary.
It is difficult to advocate the notion that sweetened conversions and extinguishments of debt are
such economically dissimilar transactions that
their income statement classifications should differ. Both transactions achieve the removal of debt,
they differ only in the methods used to accomplish this end result. When material amounts are
involved, the prohibition against classifying expense due to sweeteners as extraordinary may be
misleading.
In the illustration of Company A shown earlier,
the gain reported under APB 26 was properly
classified as extraordinary. Had the company,
however, been required to apply FAS 84, the expense that would have resulted in reducing reported earnings by over 90% could not have been classified as extraordinary.
Implications for Management
Despite the small incidence of firms offering induced conversions to date, the potential for such
transactions is high. The percentage of new debt
offerings composed of convertible issues is climbing. Of the $52 billion in debt offerings during
1983, 13% were convertible. That percentage had
increased to 28% of the $32 billion in debt offerings as of July 31, 1984. 5
Elimination of costly debt obtained during high
interest rate periods is desirable for the long -term
profitability of many companies. For some firms,
Company B for example, FAS 84 provides relief
from losses that would have been recognized under the old rules. For them, induced conversion of
debt is a viable alternative.
But for other firms, such as Company A, the
expense recognition required by FAS 84 as a result of an induced conversion may be prohibitive.
They might be forced to sacrifice long -term objectives for short -term results and forego offering
such inducements. Or they may find creative
means to achieve the same objective. For example,
if application of FAS 84 would negatively affect
their income statement, they would sell additional
stock, use the proceeds from the sale to extinguish
their debt, and report a gain or loss in accordance
with APB 26.
The impact of FAS 84 on corporate income
statements may cause management undue hardships. Accordingly, companies may choose to
keep expensive debt rather than reap the consequences of induced conversions.
❑

FAS 84 may
cause some
companies to
sacrifice longterm objectives
for short -term
results.

'Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 84, "Induced Conversions of
Convertible Debt" FASB, Stamford, Conn.. 1985.
'Accounting Principles Board, Opinion No. 26, "Early Extinguishment of Debt,"
APB, October 1972.
'Action Industries, Annual Report. 1984, p. 32.
']bid., pp. 36-37.
'Ibid., P. 28.
'Ibid., p. 39.
'Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 84, paragraph 3.
'Barry B. Burr, - Convertibles Still Appealing," Pensions and /nvesrmenr Age 12,
September 3, 1984, pp. 89 -90.
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Research Reports Published

NAA
Research
Patrick L. Romano, Editor

Status Report on Research

As the NAA year comes to a close,
it's time to reflect upon what the Committee on Research accomplished for
our practicing member constituency.
I'm pleased to report that through the
dedicated efforts of our Research
Committee members, chaired by Stan
Pylipow, and its major resource —the
many Project Committees that work
with our talented researchers —NAA
has published 10 research reports,
with an additional 10 continuing in
progress. Two tables on this page list
all the research projects, including:
1. Research Reports Published
2. Research Reports in Progress

will

Several of these studies are positioned at the leading edge of major
developments taking place in the
manufacturing environment of the
United States.
Our new "Bold Step" program, initiated under former Research Chairman Baker, carried forward by Stan
Pylipow, will be featured in the July isSue Of MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING.Debe its scope, objectives,
scribed
and criteria for research project selection, as well as its increased funding
commitment. "Bold Step" reports will
place NAA at the leading edge of
many major changes taking place in
the business environment in future
years. I look forward to your interest,
and in the sharing of these findings
with you.
Research Proposal /Funding
The NAA's Research Committee
establishes policy guidelines for research proposals. I will be happy to
discuss any proposed research topic
you are interested in. Developing any
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worthwhile research prop osal requires a give- and -take dialogue with
the researchers. We are prepared to
invest the substantial time necessary
to have workable research projects
that meet the needs of NAA members
and yet contribute to the professional
stature of the researcher.
To g ain cons ideration for a research proposal, write or call me at
NAA's office and provide a brief, two
to three page outline of the topic,
methodology, and the approximate
cost. Ask for a brochure, "Research
Opportunities in Management Accounting."
If you want further information on
project proposals or the projects listed in the table, please call or write the
Director of Research, Patrick L. Romano, at (201) 573 -6212.

The Use of Mathematical Models. W.
Thomas Lin and Paul R. Watkins, July
1986.
Accounting for Costs as Fixed and
Variable. Maryanne M. Mowen, October 1986.
Management Incentive Compensation Plans. Stephen A. Butler and Michael W. Maher, October 1986.
Cost Management Systems: A Digest
of Relevant Literature. Joint project,
NAA and Computer Aided Manufacturing— International. Charles Mecimore and William G_ Sullivan, Jan.
1987.
Classifying and Coding for Accounting
Operations. Germain Boer, March '87.
Decision Support Systems for Management Accountants. G. Boer, March '87.
Manufacturing Accounting in the New
Manufacturing Environment: Current
Cost Management in Automated (Advanced) Manufac turing Environments. Robert A. Howell, James D.
Brown, Stephen R. Soucy and Allen
Seed, III, May 1987.
Cost Accounting for Factory Automation. Bennett, Hendricks, Keys and
Rudnicki, June 1987.
Techniques in Inventory Management
and Control. Mecimore, Weeks, June
1987.
Duality Costs: Measurement, Planning and Control. Morse, Roth, and
Poston, June 1987.

Research Projects in Progress
1. The Use of Advanced Office Systems in the Financial Function of an
Organization —Arthur Young & Co. Jointly sponsored with Digital
Equipment Corp.
2. Corporate Profitability and Logistics: Guidelines for Distribution and
Financial Managers —Ernst & Whinney. Jointly sponsored with the
Council of Logistics Management.
3. Performance Measurement and Cost Accounting in a Just -in -Time
Manufacturing Environment— Coopers & Lybrand.
4. Internal Uses of Inflation- Adjusted Accounting Data at FMC Corpora tion—Hertenstein.
5. Cost Accounting for Service Businesses —NYU.
6. Anthologies to Help Solve Today's & Tomorrow's Problems & Excellence Revisited— Vangermeersch.
7. Expert System Study of Budget Variance Evaluation —Boer.
8. Should LIFO be Adopted? A Guide for Management — Schiff.
9. The State of the Art of Budgeting— Umapathy.
10. Organization and Management of the Accounting Function — Holmes,
Madden.
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Standards O
What Must
Be Done
Why should small companies be subjE
to the same disclosure requirements 2
GM or AT &T?

By Howard D. Lowe
The sheer volume of accounting standards being
produced by the Financial Accounting Standards
Board and other agencies places a burden on the
entire business community, and the impact on the
smaller business firms is often overwhelming. But
the problem is not an insurmountable one. Studies
during the late 1970s and early 1980s indicate that
the staggering number and complexity ofaccounting standards imposed upon small business may
be unnecessary.
Many generally accepted accounting principles
apply to financial statements oflarge public companies. They were developed for use by participants in the public securities markets. Financial
statements of small private companies, which do
not have public securities, are prepared primarily
for the use of internal management and the local
banker.
The more complex GAAP requirements are not
relevant to small private companies and their financial statement users. Any cost of irrelevant information is excessive. Even when relevant, the
cost to small companies of some GAAP requirements exceeds their benefits. It is unfair to penalize so many business firms to protect a few.
FASB & AICPA Seek Solutions
The AICPA and the FASB have undertaken
studies based on the underlying presumption that
user needs for small private companies are different from those for large public companies. The efforts ofthe AICPA have been presented in reports
by four independent special committees, in 1976 1,
in 1980', in 1982 1, and in 1983'.
These committees addressed the problems in
terms of information relevance and cost - benefit
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

deficiencies. Their reports emphasized the excessive burden imposed on small companies to produce information not needed by financial statement users. The report of the AICPA's Special
Committee on Accounting Standards Overload
stated that the FASB should specifically consider
the information needs of the users of financial
statements of small nonpublic entities and the
costs and benefits. Then within the framework of
a unified set of generally accepted accounting
principles it should develop differential disclosure
alternatives and differential measurement alternatives for such entities.
The FASB addressed the problem in invitations
to comment in 1980' and 19811. The FASB also
sponsored two independent research studies. One
deals with private companies and the other with
small public companies.
The FASB su rvey on private companies in
1983' used nine measurement accounting standards taken largely from the Sunset Review Report (AICPA, 1982). Questionnaires were mailed
to CPAs, commercial bankers, and private company managers. The b ank ers and CP As were
asked questions on the usefulness ofcertain of the
GAAP . This study included 1,100 accounting
practitioners from 12 states and 554 commercial
bankers from all 50 states. The practitioners' survey focused on other Big 8 accounting firms while
the bankers' survey excluded very large banks.
The results are shown in Figure 1.
As Figure 1 illustrates, bankers tend to favor
universal continuance of all nine GAAP items included in the survey, with the possible exception
of accounting for compensated absences, while the
CPAs strongly recommend only universal continuance of accounting for inventories at lower of
cost or market (ARB 43), preparing the statement

Howard D. Lowe,
Ph.D., is professor of
accounting, University
of Hawaii. He is a
member of Hawaii
Chapter, through which
he submitted this
article.
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Many FASB
standards are
not relevant to
small, private
compani es.

of changes in financial position (APB 19), and accounting for contingencies (FAS 5).
Bankers consistently seem to request GAAP financial statements from small nonpublic entities,
not because their needs require information to be
measured and disclosed with all of the requirements of existing GAAP but because they believe
that information is more reliable if it is presented
in conformity with GAAP. This belief is understandable because present reporting standards describe a departure from GAAP as the use of a
method that is not generally accepted and, therefore, suspect.
In a letter of April 16, 1982, to the AICPA
Committee on Accounting Standards Overload,
Robert Morris Associates, the National Assn. of
Bank Loan & Credit Officers, noted:
"Robert Morris Associates places a high priority on external financial reporting which is
uniformly reliable, consistent, and comparable. To ensure this uniformity, RMA believes there should be only one set of GAAP
which should apply to the basic financial
statements of all companies regardless of
size and type of enterprise, and that such
principles or standards should be set up by a
singl e ru le- makin g bod y in the private
sector."
Even though representatives of commercial
banking interests criticized differential measurement, the FASB has taken some positive steps in
the opposite direction. It has established and pursued a separate agenda project to deal with conceptual issues and practical problems of small
business financial reporting.
As a result of these actions, nonpublic enterprises have been relieved of the burden of reporting earnings per share and segmental information,
supplemental inflation disclosures, and providing
data regarding defined Benefit Pension Plans.
Small businesses also have been made exempt
from disclosing oil and gas reserves and from preparing pro forma information following certain
business combinations. In addition, the requirement to accrue nonvesting rights to sick -pay benefits has been made optional.'
In spite of these actions, small businesses have
continued to be dissatisfied with the efforts made
by the FASB on their behalf. Participants in a
1980 survey by Louis Harris & Associates gave
poor ratings to the FASB's attention to the needs
of small business. When the same organization
conducted a similar study in 1985, their ratings of
the Board's efforts on behalf of small business had
improved slightly but continued to be negative.' It
is noteworthy that CPAs from small firms were
much more critical of the Board and its actions
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than were small business executives themselves.
Three Misconceptions
Although the AICPA studies and the FASB actions in recent years have accomplished much in
solving the accounting standards problem, it appears that misconceptions in three general areas
may have taken root. The first notion is that bankers know what they need when they insist that financial statements of all firms be prepared in accordance with GAAP. The second misconception
is that business size is a major factor in identifying
the companies that are in need of special consideration in applying accounting standards. The third
is that the problem centers upon businesses themselves to the exclusion of the CPA firms which audit them.
Many bankers perceive financial statements in
which the auditor renders something less than an
unqualified opinion as the equivalent ofunaudited
financial statements. But experience has shown
that audited statements prepared with some deviations from GAAP may be equal to or more useful than statements prepared in the traditional
mold.
Bankers also tend to equate GAAP financial
statements with uniformity of financial statement
preparation. A 1981 study indicates that, "as a
group, bank officers believe their understanding of
the accounting alternatives employed to be relatively modest." 10 This finding implies that many
bankers assume that financial statements prepared
wit h n o deviatio ns from GAAP protect th em
from problems associated with comparability.
They fail to realize that firms in the same industry
often use different inventory valuation, depreciation, and investment credit methods.
It also is evident that even GAAP financial
statements are not adequate for bankers to use.
Such statements emphasize the measurement of
periodic income, while the measurement of cash
flows is much more useful for bankers."
The term "small business" is used throughout
the literature of accounting standards, but as far
as we know there is no consensus on the definition
of "small business." The chief executive officer of
a Fortune 500 company may consider an enterprise with annual sales of $20 million or less to be
a small business, while the Small Business Administration includes in its definition any business
with fewer than 500 employees. A business with
500 employees, however, may have little in common with a business with a staff of 10.
Although the accounting standards overload
problem is usually stated in terms of small versus
large, much of the discussion typically focuses on
public versus private. It is not always easy to draw
clear lines between these categories either. A great
deal of overlap exists among the four categories of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

Figure 1
This Standard Should Continue
To Be Required for Private Companies
Standard

Average"

1. Accounting for inventories
at lower of cost or market
(ARB 43)

3.21

2. Preparing statement of
changes in financial position
(APBO 19)

3.11

3. Accounting for contingencies
(FASB 5)

2.90

2.43

6. Accounting for pensions
(APBO 3, FASB 36)

3.15

2.30
2.28

8. Accounting for compensated
absences (FASB 43)

2.52

1 98

9. Discounting payables and
receivables (APBO 21)

2.60

2 19

1,97

2.55

'Source of Data FAS8 independent research report Financial
and Diagnosis. by A. Rashad Abdel-Khalik. 1983. page 88.

Reporting

7. Capitalization of leases
(FASB 13)

330
1Z3

3.20

2 .44

5. Accounting for deferred
income taxes (APBO 11)

I

3.34

2.80 1

4. The equity method
(APBO 18)

CPAs
Bankers

3.30

by Private Companies: Analysis

'Average indicates level of response on 5 -point scale

large, small, public, and private. It is clear that
small- private is the core of the problem, but the
difficulty of identifying small - public, large -private, small - private, and large- public must be
faced.
The FASB staff has come to the conclusion that
neither size nor ownership tests are very helpful as
criteria for categorizing how businesses are affected by accounting standards." For example, a particular accounting standard may affect a family own ed bu si ness th at o p erat es in a st abl e
environment significantly different from that of an
emergi n g new ven tu re of s i mi l ar size and
ownership.
Some people believe the crux of the standards
overload problem lies with the CPA firms that audit the enterprises in question rather than with the
businesses themselves. Increases in the numbers
and complexity of accounting standards are a major contributor to time pressure on small firm
CPAs. They may al so accou nt for the rising
strength of managers' audit fee resistance. Fee resistance on the part of managers leads to standards resistance on the part of CPAs.
Fee resistance and time pressure also may acMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

count for evidence of substantial diversity in practice. The median response of CPAs who admitted
departures fro m GAAP so me of the time was
44% for small private company clients." Furthermore, according to the AICPA's Special Committee on Accounting Standards Overload: "We have
no concrete evidence of an impending threat that
members will secede from the Institute. However,
the evidence indicates that silent disregard of standards and the abandonment of GAAP are clear
and present dangers."
Accounting Standards Problem Restated
Considering the foregoing misconceptions, let's
restate the standards overload problem:
Many generally accepted accounting principles
were developed for external users of the financial statements of large public companies.
However, external users of the financial statements of all firms find GAAP useful.
2. Bankers are the dominant external users of the
financial statements of many firms. Full compliance with some of the accounting standards
is not required by bankers for obtaining the in59

formation they need from financial statements.
3. Firms not requiring strict observance of every
accounting standard cannot be identified on
the basis of size or ownership. A cost/benefit
criterion is useful for determining if a particular accounting standard need not be imposed
upon a firm.
4. The expansion of GAAP imposes a burden on
all CPAs to update their professional knowledge. Small CPA firms cannot reduce the burden on individual CPAs through specialization
as easily as do large firms. In addition, small
companies may face greater fee resistance than

Figure 2
Standards Overload—
A Multi-Dimensional Problem
Cost Benefit

Quality of
Professional Practice

Communication
and Understanding

large firms. Consequently, the expansion of
GAAP puts small companies at a competitive
disadvantage and threatens to erode the quality
of professional practice.
The Appropriate Solution to the Problem
It is quite clear that standards overload is a
multi - dimensional problem. Cost - benefit is one dimension. The quality of professional practice is
another. Communication and understanding between auditors and bankers is a third dimension.
The FASB is not going to set everything right by
exempting small or nonpublic companies from a
few accounting standards nor is differential measurement alone going to do the job. It appears that
a combination of efforts in five different directions
is necessary if the problem is to be solved.
First, the FASB must focus on how specific accounting issues affect different businesses, which
is much more demanding than setting simple size
or ownership cutoff points. Directing attention to
smaller, more identifiable groups of companies
and to the problems in accounting for individual
transactions promises to be more fruitful than attempting to address broad categories of companies
and transactions.
Special treatment of smaller companies should
60

be approached with great care, however. Financial
statements and notes of small, nonpublic businesses often are the only source of information for a
broad spectrum of potential users, such as litigation claimants, limited partners, bonding agents,
and financial institutions. The FASB has its work
cut out for itself in providing CPAs with a set of
guidelines for determining which firms might be
candidates for special consideration.
A second task is to identify those accounting
standards that may be candidates for differential
treatment. The major responsibility for this step
also will fall upon the FASB but the AICPA can
make a major contribution.
Obviously, this list will include earnings per
share, segmental information, defined benefit pension plans, effects of inflation, compensated absences, oil and gas reserves, and business combinations, which the FASB has already acted upon.
Other candidates include accounting for inventories at lower of cost or market, preparation of
the statements of changes in financial position, accounting for contingencies, use of th e equity
method of accounting for investments, accounting
for deferred income taxes, capitalization of leases,
discounting payables and receivables, related party transactions, and pending pollution control
litigation.
The total number of accounting standards that
might be treated differently is not expected to be
large, probably not more than 20. This estimate
suggests that the numbers will be far fewer than
the number contemplated when the Big GAAP/
Little GAAP Concept was widely discussed in the
late 1970s.
The third task is to determine the nature of the
special treatment to be given. The possibilities are
differential recognition, differential measurement,
and differential disclosure.
Differential recognition asserts that an asset or
liability should be excluded from the financial
statements. An example is to exempt certain companies from recognizing the effect of income tax
timing differences. Consequently, no liability for
taxes on income yet to be reported on the tax returns would be recognized. It appears that proposals for differential recognition carry the potential for more serious harm to the credibility of
financial reporting than the other alternatives.
Consequently, this type of differential treatment
should be kept at a minimum.
Differential measurement implies common recognition of assets and liabilities by all enterprises.
Different companies, however, would be able to
apply simplified measurement techniques to certain assets and liabilities. Much of the differential
treatment could be expected to be of this type.
Differential recognition of the remaining candidates would be provided by differential disclosure.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

The FASB has already provided for optional exemption from certain disclosures in five areas
mentioned previously. The criteria for differential
disclosure clearly rest on whether the cost of obtaining the information can be determined to be
greater than the value of the information to the
users.
Task four is to develop an audit certificate that
will convey to the reader that certain modifications have been implemented without producing
negative connotations of the type associated with
a qualified opinion. The essential idea is that there
would continue to be a single set of GAAP based
on a single set of concepts. Differentiation would
result naturally from applying unified concepts to
different situations. The auditor's opinion should
not have to mention differential applications because the differential would not be departures
from GAAP.
In ord er t o make the sub tle change from
GAAP wi th ou t differentiation to differential
GAAP, it may be appropriate to add one phrase
to the opinion paragraph of the auditor's short
form report. It would then read as follows with
the inserted phrase underlined, " . . . present fairly... in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied as considered necessary render the circumstances and on a basis

consistent with that of the preceding year."
The final phase is to educate the public, including all users of financial statements, to greater acceptance of audited reports especially when some
differentiation is called for in applying the standards. Much of the educational effort will need to
be directed toward bankers to convince them that
they are not being deprived of necessary information and that the information obtainable from the
financial statements and notes is any less reliable.
Such an approach will lessen the objections of
CPAs and other preparers of financial statements
to accounting standards and will reduce resistance
to compliance.
❑
'Committee on Generally Accepted Accounting Principles for Smaller and /or
Closely field Businesses, "Report of the Committee on Generally Accepted Accounting Principles for Smaller and /or Closely Held Businesses," ATCPA, New
York. 1976.
'Special Committee on Small and Medium -Sized Firms, "Report of the Special
Committee on Small and Medium -Sized Firms," ATCPA, New York, 1980.
'Technical Issues Committee of the Private Companies Practice Section of the
AICPA Division for CPA Firms. "Sunset Review of Accounting Principles."
ATCPA, New York, 1982.
'Special Committee in Accounting Standards Overload, "Report of the Special
Committee on Accounting Standards Overload," ATCPA, New York. 1983.
'Financial Accounting Standards Board Invitation to Comment, "Financial Statements and Other Means of Financial Reporting," FASB, Stamford, Conn., 1980.
'FASB Invitation to Comment, "Financial Reporting by Private and Small Public
Companies," FASB, Stamford, 1981
'FASB Research Report, "Financial Reporting by Private Companies: Analysis and
Diagnosis." FASB, Stamford. 1983.
: FASB Statements 21, 33, 35, 25, 79, and 43, respectively.
Wayne S. Upton, Jr. and Carol Lynn Ostergaard. "The FASB Response to Small
Business," Journal ojAccountancy. May 1986, p. 94.
"James W, Deitrick and Jemfer L. Stamps, "Use of Accounting Information by
Bank Loan Officers," Journal oJCammercial Bank Lending, November 1981, p. 62.
"Lloyd C. Heath, "Financial Statements, Credit Analysis, and the Forgotten Banker,-" Journal of Commercial Bank Lending. March 1981, pp. 2.11
"Op. 01- Wayne S Upton, Jr. and Carol Lynn Ostergaard, p. 95.
"David Mosso. "Standards Overload - -No Simple Solution." Journal ofAccountancy. November 1983, p. 126.

EW!- SOLVE ANY QUALITY COST PROBLEM
WITH THESE TESTED METHODS
Four case studies show specific approaches to improve quality
while minimizing costs. Useful insights into the operation and
development of quality cost systems used to help in the planning
and control function.
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counting for Corporate Social Performance. In fact, while serving as chairman he wrote an arti cle, "Planning
Corporate Social Performance," which
won a Lybrand Silver Medal.
His achievements as an author are
unequalled within the Association. In
total, he won one Lybrand Gold Medal,
three Lybrand Silver Medals, and five
Certificates of Merit for articles submitted to the NAA magazine. Somehow he
also found time to publish a book, Man-

i

i

I. Wayne Keller, NAA President, 195354, died last month at the age of 78.
Mr. Keller was born in York, Pa.,
where he completed his early schooling.
He had a B.S. degree in economics from
Elizabethtown College, Elizabethtown,
Pa.
He joined Armstrong Cork Co., in
Lancaster, Pa., in 1930 when he was
employed as a cost accountant. By the
time of his retirement in 1967, he had
risen to the position of vice president
and general manager of Armstrong's International Operations.
Author, administrator, speaker, committee chairman —Mr. Keller devoted
an astonishing amount of time to the
National Association of Accountants
since he first joined in 1931. His influence on the policy and direction of the
Association has been enormous. After
he served as president of the Association, he continued to offer his counsel
and experience as chairman of the Committee on Research, chairman of the
Long Range Objectives Committee, and
as the first chairman of the Committee
on Management Accounting Practices.
He also served the Association as
ch ai rman o f th e Co mmit tee on Ac-

agement Account ing for Profi t Cont rol,

in 1957.
During his most active years, Wayne
Keller was much sought aft er as a
speaker. His ability to communicate
complex ideas in a forceful and clear
manner was well appreciated by those
members who heard him speak at chapter meetings, regional conferences, and
at annual conferences. For several years
he was asked to give the invocation at
NAA Annual Conferences, a responsibility that he carried out with his usual
grace and eloquence.
In honor of his extraordinary contributions to the Association, his colleagues in 1970 established the I. Wayne
Keller Trophy which is awarded to the
chapter making the most improvement
in the Warner Trophy competition.
One of the premier management accountants of his era, 1. Wayne Keller always placed himself on the cutting edge
of management accounting practice.
The legacy of 1. Wayne Keller — Mister
NAA —is part of the rich intellectual
heritage of the Associ ation that he
loved. NAA members will not soon forget this giant in the management accounting profession.
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In the Library
Members may borrow the books listed in
this .section by telephoning M. Redrick,
(201) 573 -6235.
A Model Program for Schools
of Professional Accountancy
Robert W. McGee, University Press of
America, 4720 Boston Way, Land ham,
Md. 20706, 1987, 192 pp. —The author,
formerly on the NAA professional staff,
has written a book that covers a wide
diversity of subjects not necessarily related to the title. Material on law school
curricula and structure or a list of "nontraditional college programs" may not
be of direct benefit to members. The author's recommendations on accounting
education and the requirements for
teaching accounting are hard - hitting.
Many accountants will find themselves
strongly disagreeing with Dr. McGee's
specific recommendations, which are:
1. Take accounting education out of the
hands of business educators, and
place responsibility with the accounting profession.
2. Withdraw support from AACSB and
form an accred it ati on body controlled by the accounting profession.
3. With regard to college teaching,
eliminate the Ph.D. requirement because a faculty member should be
judged on whether he or she possesses subject matter knowledge and
has the ability to convey it.
4. Eliminate the publication requirement, and substitute actual practice
of accounting for a minimum number of hours per year. Relevant and
current work experience will benefit
students in the classroom.
S. The curriculum for graduate schools
of professional accountancy should
consist of courses covering topics
that. will enable accountants to perform their jobs better. Students
should not be required to take non accounting courses such as calculus,
marketing, or economics simply to
fulfill an arbitrary common body of
knowledge requirements.
6. A graduate school of professional accountancy should offer a "delivery
format" that meets the needs of its
students. Because most practicing
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accountants work during t he day,
eveni ng and weekend offerings
should be available. Here t he author's recommendations on nontraditional programs including nonresident programs come into play.
Whether Dr. McGee's views will persuade those who control the accounting
education process is problematical. It is
encouraging that these questions are being raised.
Alfred M. King
Selecting and Installing Software
Packages: New Methodology for
Corporate Implementation
Judd Breslin, Quorum Books, 88 Post
Road West, Westport, Conn. 06881,
1986, 234 pp. —If you are th in ki ng
about acquiring a mainframe or major
mini software system, read this book. It
is a practical, case - oriented, hands -on
guide, which takes the reader from start
to finish through the complete decision
and implementation process. The author has more than 20 years' experience
in the information services industry on
which he has drawn in writing the book.
Mr. Breslin tells how to handle the
face -to -face negotiations with vendors
usually required for large -scale systems.
The author does not describe specific
types of software systems, such as payroll or fixed assets. Rather, he describes
the process that is required and is applicable to all forms of accounting software. Stressing the use of a team appro ach fro m the acq u i s i t o r's
perspective, he provides hands -on tools
for evaluating and handling every phase
of the decision process. While the book
does not deal with problems unique to
each type of application software, it
does mention, where appropriate, specific vendors and their sales policies and
analyzes their sales techniques. This
book is probably the best of its kind
available.
The decision process for a micro or
personal computer -based accounting
system might not appear to require the
in- depth analysis the author recommends. On the other hand, once a proper selection is made, a PC decision will
last fo r a l o n g t i me. Perhap s the

Miriam Redrick and Stan Stec, Editors

thoughts the author expresses are required for PC -base systems as much as
for the mainframe systems described in
his outstanding book. The one difference might be that because the unit
price of the PC software is less than
one -tenth the mainframe software price,
th e s ame amo un t of customization,
hand - holding, and personal selling by
the vendor is not possible.
AMK
Trading Energy Futures:
A Manual for Energy
Industry Professionals
Stewart L. Brown and Steven Errera,
Quorum Books, 88 Post Road West,
Westport, Conn. 06881, 1987, 196 pp.—
A well - written, easily understandable
book that explains energy futures.
"Hedging represents a sound, economically viable mechanism for reducing the
risk of changes in energy prices." While
the book is aimed primarily at energy
professionals, any manufacturing firm
with a high energy content as part of its
manufacturing cost might well find it
valuable. Also, individuals who are interested in speculating could gain from
the author's analyses.
AMK
Managerial Accounting Changes for
the 1990s
John Y. Lee, McKay Business Systems,
P.O. Box 597, Artesia, Calif. 907020597, 1987, 85 pp. —The bad news is
that NAA did not publish this book.
The good news is that this volume is absolutely on target with what NAA's
Education and Research Committees
are trying to do. Fortunately, material
from NAA's successful conference on
"Cost Accounting in the '90s" is quoted
extensively in Professor Lee's volume.
Also, many articles published in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING are referenced.
This short volume should be read by every controller in the manufacturing environment. It is probably the most conci s e s ummary of t he d i rect io n our
profession is headed and what we need
to do to get t h ere. Hi ghl y
recommended.
AMK
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People in the News
Promotions and New Positions
Eugene R. Ruiz, Albany, was promoted
to assistant vice president of finance for
Galesi Group, Guilderland Center.
Patricia M. Casey, Boston, was appointed director of internal audit at Brandeis
University, Waltham, Mass.
Steven M. Katz, Bridgeport, is now controller at Merin Brothers, Inc, Hartford.
Nancy A. Burns, Central Texas, is now
vice president and controller at American Bank, Waco.
Eugene O. Bradford, Charleston, was
named vice president of finance at Ferguson Fulghum Inc.
Frederick J. Rock, Chicago, is now controller /treasurer for Weil Enterprises in
Evanston.
Barry P. Leone, Fresno, is now vice
president and chief financial officer at
Brown- Jordan Co., Los An gel es .
. . . Thomas S. Rose was promoted to
director of finance at Gesco.
Thomas A. Tranetzki, Heart of Wisconsin, is now vice president and controller
at Tombstone Pizza Corp., Medford,
Wis.
Basil C. Benyo, Jr., Kansas City, was
appointed president and chief executive

officer of Northland National Bank of
North Kansas City.
Steven A. Bertsch, Marion Area, is now
di rect o r o f acco un t i n g for Warn er
Amex, Columbus.
Jacqueline D. Greenberg, Miami, past
president, was promoted to senior vice
president — finance at Eagle National
Bank of Miami.
Mark P. Colonnese, Morris-Essex, was
promoted to director of planning and
business analysis for Schering- Plough
Consumer Operations, Memphis, Tenn.
. . . Daniel Filiberto was appointed director— financial reporting and compliance at the executive offices of Scher ing- Plough
Co rp . ,
Mad i so n ,
N . J . . . . Ralph J. Monaco has joined
Dranetz Technologies, Inc. as controller. He will serve as chief accounting officer for the company.
Greg A. Rolsma, Mt. Rainier, has joined
the Tacoma office of the Bank of California as vice president and corporate
banking officer.
Karen L. Field, North San Diego County, is now vice president — finance for
Monitor Pro d uct s C o mpan y, Inc.,
Oceanside, Calif.
Brian P. Kennedy, Olean- Bradford
Area, was promoted to director of corporate credit and trade finance at Dress-

er Rand, Corning, N.Y..
Beverly A. Battle, Southern Maine, was
promoted to controller at Accutemp.
Merlin T. Grim, Richmond Jackson,
was promoted to vice president at Craigie, Inc., Richmond.
John C. Glerum, Rochester, was elected
vice president of Central Trust Co.
Myla D. Phillips, Shreveport, is now
controller for Shreveport Air Center
and Irish Pipe Coating Company.

TRANETZKI

SHAFFER

Heart of Wis.

Pa. Northwest

William E. Shaffer, Pennsylvania
Northwest, (1975), has been appointed a National Director by
President Glen E. Woodson. Mr.
Shaffer, who served as National
Director from 1984 -86, will serve
fro m J uly 1 to Jun e 3 0, 1988,
completing the term of a national
director who resigned. He is controller at Brockway Glass, Inc.,
Brockway, Pa.

Oops, we goofed: six photos and captions were transposed in the Nominating Committee Report (May '87). Herewith is the
correct lineup...

Nominees for Directors

- &

Macaulay

McCracken
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McDermott

Maness

Marshall

Mates

-

Maurer
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New Products /Services
SBT Corp, has introduced dBarcode, a
barcode reader system designed for entering time and transaction dollar inputs to SBT's dProfessional software.
dBarcode consists of credit card size
barcode readers, card battery chargers,
and co ntroll ers fo r interfacin g with
computers and software. Each barcode
reader is approximately 1/4" thick and
can retain thousands of transactions
spread over several days. To operate the
system, users enter their personal identification into the reader, log onto a job
or case, note the type of activity, or enter specific charges for dollar transactions, all by simply scanning the appropriate barcodes. The reader's onboard
clock records the date and time of each
event for later recall. Once the barcode
reader is inserted into the reader /controller and read by the computer, the
raw b arco d e d at a are con vert ed to
transaction records and a pre - posting
report is printed for review. Barcodes
can be printed on labels or plain paper
using a memory - resident barcode printing program and can include provisions
for nonbillable time. For further information, call SBT Corp. in Sausalito,
Calif., at (415) 331 -9900.

Micro Design's Micro Copy 1000 reader/
printer.

Micro Design has introduced the Micro
Copy 1000, a compact reader /printer
that prints on plain paper. The Micro
Copy 1000 features a horizontal paper
path and a first -print time of eight seconds. A single setting provides 1 to 99
multiple copies, and a user - replaceable
long -life toner cartridge system keeps it
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practically maintenance free. The unit
measures 16" x 28 ", enabling it to fit
comfortably on any desktop. For more
information, contact Susan Stern in
Hartford, Wis., at (414) 673 -3920.

Software
Blackman Kallick Bartelstein has introduced AuditCube, a financial audit software program that uses a three- dimensional spreadsheet to create budgets,
projections, financial statements, trial
balances, ratio analyses, and detailed
work papers in one document file. The
software program's structure enables
the user to tailor reports and work papers to any format required, and the
three - dimensional format allows an auditor to move from report to report by
merely touching a key without going
thro ugh several levels o f p ro gram
menus or pages. AuditCube gives the
user the ability to work from page to
page and automatically alerts the accountant to out -of- balance situations.
When an adj us tmen t is mad e o n a
"page" in the program, the changes are
reflected throughout the report and are
instantly ready for the user's review.
The program offers online documentation as well as extensive "help" screens.
A sample audit is included for use as a
tutorial. No prior knowledge of computer programming language is required. AuditCube operates on all IBM
PC and compatible systems and is designed to interface with many micro based systems, including word processing programs required to print a final
report. It also has the flexibility to interface with leading tax preparation programs and can communicate with microcomp uters and mainframes with
ease. For further information, contact
Robert Coffey in Chicago, Ill., at (312)
207 -1040.
KenMur Software has released Easy Bill, a complete billing system for professionals who bill clients on an hourly
basis and for businesses with up to five
people working on one account. Clients
receive eithe, an itemized or nonitemized statement or a flat -rate bill ac-

Elizabeth Warren, Editor

cording to the user's procedures. Statemen t s can be gen erat ed ei t h er o n
personal letterhead or on tractor -fed paper. EasyBill's user manual is easy to
understand and contains step -by -step
instructions that "hold yo u r h an d "
through each stage. EasyBill runs on an
IBM PC or compatibles with at least
256K memory and DOS 2.1 or greater.
For more information, call the company
in Novato, Calif., at (415) 897 -0825.
Palladian Software, Inc. and Apollo
Computer Inc. have introduced the Palladian Management Advisor, an artificial intelligence (AI) software package
that enables managers to test new strategies and opportunities for financial viability and business soundness, Th e
Management Advisor integrates with
Apollo's Series 3000 personal workstations to help managers quickly evaluate
the financial impact of decisions such as
new - product introductions, new business investments, and cost reduction
programs. With Management Advisory
the user can examine the bottom line of
changes in corporate policies, product
pricing, sales commissions and distribution channels, and the effects of consolidating plants or investing in new manufactu rin g processes. Man agemen t
Advisor runs on DOMAIN /Common
LISP (list processing), Apollo's high level programming language for artificial intelligence applications. The conversion of the Management Advisor to
Common LISP allows many industries
to take advantage of Al technology. For
further information, call Donna Ruane
at (617) 256 -6600, Ext. 4416, or Mary
Cross at (617) 661 -7171.
California Software Products, Inc. has
introduced BACKPAK, a utility software package that backs up and restores
data stored on IBM - compatible microcomputer hard disks. After an initial
backup, the utility software copies only
files that are new or have been modified
since the last backup, so subsequent
backups take only a fraction of the time.
The software package copies files to
floppy diskettes in standard DOS format which permits access to data and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

programs directly from the backup
di s k et t es
without restoring the data to a
h ard
di sk .
BACKPAK tells
the user how
many fresh diskettes are required for n ew
data, automaticall y fo rmat s
them, provides a
detailed report of
new an d mod i fied files, an d
verifies correct
copying. Version
2. 0 of BA C K P A K is men u d riven an d offers h elp
screens. Op tio n s are p ro vid ed fo r b ack-

ing up all or only specified directories,
verifying backup sets, checking hard
disk and floppy diskette media for errors, and restoring all or only specified
files to a hard disk. The software supports 720 kilobyte and 1.44 megabyte 31/2" diskette drives and 360 kilobyte
and 1.2 megabyte 5 -1/4" disk ette
drives. It requires at least 256K random- access memory and MS -DOS or
PC -DOS 2.0 or later. BACKPAK also
is compatible with PC -DOS 3.3 on the
new I BM Perso n al Sy stem /2. Site licensing is availab le. Fo r f u r th er information, call th e co m p any in Santa An a,
Calif., at (714) 973 -0440; Telex: 685645.
Dat aBridg e, In c. has released Pro fessio nal Ma ilin g Lab el Sy ste m I I a n d an
add -on m o d u le, DataBrid ge Bu lk Mailer, full- featured mailin g label so ftware
fo r repetitive m ailin gs. Th e p ro gr am

supports up to 16,000 names, multilevel sorts (i.e., name within ZIP code),
and has an au to mati c ci ty look -up:
when the user enters a ZIP code, the
city and state are in serted in the reco rd .
Records can b e selected b y an y co m b ination of r ef e r en c e co d es, Z I P co d e
ranges, states, an d d at e r an g es. Users
can also defin e cu sto m p rin t form ats fo r
labels, card files, o r repo rts. Th e program can easily ex p o rt reco rd s to m o st
popular word pro cessin g p ackages su ch
as M u lt iM a t e , Wo r d s t ar , Mic ro So ft
Word, Disp lay Write III, Lead in g Ed ge,
and PC -Write to enab le the u ser's wo rd MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JUNE 1987

easy -to- follow guide to accounting for
options trading and hedging. Exam ples

illustrate the accounting applicable to
hedge transactions financial managers
are most likely to encounter, and appendices provide a glossary of terms commonly used in options trading. A summary of desirable internal controls over
the use of options and a summary of exchange- traded options in the United
States also are included. To order, call
the company in Chicago, Ill., at (312)
580 -0069. The Big Eight Review, Inc.
announces publication of "The Standards�of�Superior�Service�—A�Complete
Guide to Client Service," the first program i n its "Win nin g in Pub li c AcMaybe next time, Simpson, you'll remember to make back -up copies.

processor to create custom form letters.
The software also supports `importing
from' and `exporting to' programs such
as Lotus 1 -2 -3, Reflex, and Dbase III.
The DataBridge Bulk Mailer fully integrates into the Professional Mailing Label System II program and supports the
U.S. Post Office's sorting requirements
for 3rd class basic presort rates. Both
programs work wi th IB M PC s an d
100% compatibles. They require DOS
2.1 or higher and 320K. For further information, contact the co mpany in
Houston, Tex., at (713) 955 -1303.
?- W
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counting Series." The program includes
a client se rvice chec klist to h elp assess
client relationships and a 30- minute audio cassette that gives seven keys to su-

perior client service. To order, call (206)
747 -5294. Computer Security Institute
(CSI) has released Computer Security
Buyers Guide, a 200 -page loose -leaf
guide listing more than 450 companies
specializing in data security and more
than 600 products and services directly
related to computer and information security. The guide is divided into four
sections: products, services, company
listings, and a product name index. The
product section covers communications
and network security, disaster recovery,
media security, microcomputer /terminal security, physical /facility security,
and software controls. Service categories include consulting, disaster recovery services, professional associations,
publications, training, market research,
and media services. To order, call the
Institute in Northborough, Mass., at
(617) 393 -2600.
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Arth u r An d e rse n & Co. has published
"Acco u n tin g for Options," a definitive,
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Classified
PROFESSIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES
STAR T YOUR OWN ACCOUNTING
FIRM! Co mplete manual. Free information. Accountant, Box 281, Iola, Kans.
66749.
CMAs WANTED FOR Management Services careers in "mid- sized" CPA firms.
See p. 76 of the May Centen nial Issue of
the J our nal of Accoun tancy . Read THE
PRACTICING CPA article also in May.
Call James S. Gallagher, CPA, CMA at
(201) 665 -9497; Resu mes go to 59 Radcliffe, New Providence, N.J. 07974.

WANTED
PROJECT CPA ASSOCIATES, INC. Experienced computer versatile CPAs available. Fo r per d iem assignments; tri -state
area. All phases: Accounting, Taxes, Financial & SEC Reporting. Call (212) 5130104, (718) 657 -8108.

HELP
WANTED
ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER: Develop
and implement computerized accounting
systems designed for report analysis, reconciliation verification, ledger entries,
changing expense levels, inventory control,
and cash flow considerations; assist Comptroller in p reparation of financial reports
and data in an ticipation of outside audits
by automobile manufacturers and /or corporate auditors as well as for income tax
statements; supervise and train dealership
accounting personnel in the op eration of
new accounting system. Computer system
comprised of ADP Model 6000 Microdata
Reality Co mp uter with Pick Op eratin g
System and transactional realtime fully interactive data base. 40 hrs. /wk.; 9 a.m. -5
p.m.; $30,000 /yr. 4 yrs. college with Bachelor's Degree in Accounting. I yr. in position or I yr. 6 months as an Internal Auditor. Experience in related occupation must
include development or implementation of
computerized accounting systems for automobile d ealersh ips. Must be Certified
Chartered Public Accountant. Applicants
should send resume to Illinois Department
of Employment Security, 401 South State
St., 3 South, Chicago, Ill. 60605, Attn: L.
Donegan, Reference # 160167 -L.
SENIOR ACCOUNTANT. Controller's
staff of a Mount Laurel, New Jersey diversified holding company needs a qualified
Rates: $2.00

per word, 15 word
minimum. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count
as one word each. All classified
advertising must be prepaid.
Non- commissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy is
the first day of the month preceding publication date.
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CMA accountant to be responsible for the
financial activities of several subsidiaries.
Inclu de salary history. Send resume to
Vice President /Controller, P.O. Box 650,
Moorestown, New Jersey 08057.
DUTI E S : teach interm ediate and advanced accounting courses; provide leadership in developing future department curric u la . Qu a lif ica t io n s : MBA / C PA ,
teaching experience, some professional experience. Rank and salary commensurate
with qualifications. Messiah College is a
Christian liberal arts college (2,000 students) located in central Pa. with approximately 400 business and accounting majors. Send resume to: Dr. Steven Musser,
Accting. Department Chair, Department
of Man agement and Business, Messiah
College, Grantham, Pa. 17027.
AEROSPACE /DEFENSE — Openings nationwide for Finance /accounting professionals with working knowledge of Federal
Acquisition Regulations and Cost Accounting Standards. Fees paid by client
Firms. Send resume or call collect. Ackn o w le d ge m e nt gu a ra n t ee d . TH E
HOSNER GROUP, P.O. Box 22X, Dept.
MA, Sewickley, Pa. 15143. (412) 741 -1955.
MA N A GE R , FI N A NC E . Set up and
maintain financial reporting systems such
as A /P, A /R, G/L in an IBM System /36
environment using DMAS. Conduct forecasting using linear and multivariate trend
analysis, capital and operations budgeting,
multiproduct profit analysis and cost studies, ROI, PV analysis, financial statement
analysis, linear programming for optimization applications. Implement use of financial and statistical software packages such
as Lotus 1 -2 -3, IFPS, VISICALC, SPSS on
IBM PC's and com patibles. Use RPG I1
and basic System /36 utilities. 40 hours per
week, 9 -5. $28,000 per year. MBA Finance. Minimum six months experience in
finance management. Resumes to Illinois
Department of Employment Security, 401
South State Street -3 South, Chicago, Ill.
60605, Attention: L. Donegan, Refer ence# 6713 -L. Employer paid ad.

CONTINUING
EDUCATION

COMPUTER
HARDWARE
TUR BO X T PER SON AL CO MP UTER —Fully IBM com patible system includes MS -DOS 3.2, Monochrome Monitor, 640K memory, Fugitsu 360K Floppy
drive, Seagate 20MB Hard Drive, FCC approved, and much more. This COMPLETE system can be yours for only
$1,199.00! For more information or to
place your order call AK Technologies at
(614) 876 -2299.

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES
HUNDREDS OF TOP paying positions
available. Attractive Benefits. Opportunities for all occupations, professionals, accountants, management, etc. Free details.
Overseas Employment Services, Dept.
MA, P.O. Box 460, Mount Royal, Quebec,
Canada H3P 3C7.

COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
NO- HASSLE AMORTIZING for PC and
compatibles. Calculates principal, payment, rate or term. Has weekly, bi- weekly,
semi - monthly, monthly, bi- monthly, quarterly, semi - annual, annual payments. Now
with variable rates! Four heading lines,
balloons, negatives, 78's, margins, paging,
etc. 128K, not copy - protected. No risk
terms! $89.95 net 30 days or return product. Save $10, mention this ad when ordering. (414) 332 -1222. Budget Computer,
160 South 2nd, Milwaukee, Wis. 53204.

$35,000
Line of Credit
As a member of theNational Associationof Accountants,youcan apply fora lineof credit up
to $35,000 ... onyoursignature only.
■ All transactions handled bymail.
■ Special interest rate of 5.9% overprime.
■ No fees of any kind.
Takeadvantageofthis specialoffer.Writeus,or calltollfree. You'll receive ourmini-application right away!
SECURITYPACIFIC

EXECUTIVE/PROFESSIONALSERVICES

APPROVED "QUARTERLY CPE EXAMS" on Manage me nt Accounting, J our nal
of Accountancy , others. Free brochure.
(800) 334 -0854, Ext. 520 or 919- 288 -5228.

Copy: All advertising must be sub-

mitted in typewritten, double spaced form. No telephone orders
accepted.
Box Number: Write Doryne Gerstein atMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING.
Display Classified: One - twelfth
page (one column x 2% ") is available at $395.

14201 East 41h Avenue, Ste, 142, Aurora CO 80011
Toll-frer (800) 525.1132

Payment in U.S. funds
must accompany each order. Mail
copy to Doryne Gerstein, MANAGE.
MENT ACCOUNTING, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale. NJ 07645 -1760.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves
the right to accept or reject advertisements for MANAGEMENT Ac.
COUNTING Classified.
Payment:

Up to 50 words FREE " to compan-

ies that are looking for employees
who hold CMA certificates and so
specify in advertisement.
Up la 4X In 56 n10 nS
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Why 200 of the
World's Largest Companies
UseSystem W 8
Budgeting and
Performance
Monitoring
"Deadlines." In spite of starting the
budgeting cycle earlier every year,
many ofthesecompanies continued to
experience a problem meeting their
annual budget development deadline
and theirmonthlybudget performance
reporting deadlines.
Using System W, these same
companies have significantly reduced
theamount of timerequired toprepare
their annual budget and to provide
monthly performance reports for
management. Department heads can
even draft theirbudgets on a microcomputer using Lotus 1 -2.3 or Personal
W " sodatacan be collected electronically for consolidation and reporting on
thecorporatemainframebySystem W.
Time savings of 50% or more
are not unusual with System W...
even when budgeting locations are
spread around the world or when a
major structural change, like areorganization or an acquisition, needs to be
incorporated at the last minute.

Financial
Consolidation
and Reporting
"Too little, too late.'Thiswas the way
many of these companies described
their management's attitude about their
internal financial reporting systems.
Too little... because only actuals by
legal entity were reported when
management also needs actuals and
forecasts by lines of business, by
geographic location, and more. Too
late... because turnaround time for
consolidations often exceeded two
weeks, particularly when their subsidiaries have general ledger software
packages which are not compatible
with the corporate general ledger.
Nowusing SystemW, thecontroller's staff often can gather the data and
prepare monthly reports and forecasts
in days rather than weeks to meet
managements needs.
Time savings of this kind are
not unusual with System W..even
when complex allocations and eliminations are required, or when multinational divisions and different general
ledger systems are involved in the
consolidations.
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Long Term
Planning

"Change is constant." Plain and
simple. manyofthese companies claim
that the other software they tried was
just too inflexibleto accommodate their
planning assumptions. And, planners
start from an assumption of change.
The lack of a way to view their companies' plans from many different
perspectives was mentioned most
often when thesecompanies described
the Achilles heel of their long -term
planning process.
Using System W. these planners
nowoften develop alternative scenarios
quantifying many different strategic
perspectives with full confidence that
the long -term plan can be changed
quickly and easily to accommodate
just about any change in business
conditions,
Time savings and productivity
increases of this nature are commonplace with System W..even if
you reorganize twice a year, acquire or
divest companies regularly, or if external conditions change dramatically.
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Software forBusiness Management_systemW, acomplete productline ofmainframe and microcomputer software, makes it possible
to build a reporting system of essential corporate information for management control in budgeting, financial consolidations, long -term planning and
other management accounting applications. From investigative analysis to reports and charts for formal presentation, System WS reporting capabilities
are flexible enough to answer the full range of management's requests. System W solves the chronic problem most corporations face of accessing data
from incompatible software products for use in management reporting. System W helps you succeed in your corporate mission despite a constantly
changing business environment. Whateverhappens, System W can smoothly support your management needs for information.
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Get the facts on System W!
Forcasestudies on howindividual companies use
System W. write or call Chris Kelly at Comshare
1-800-922-7979.In Michigan,313-994-4800.In
Canada,416. 675.6363.
SystemW runsonIBMmainframesusingVM%CMSorMV&TSOoperating
systems. and onDEC VAXNMS. Thepersonal computer components run
onIBM PC;AT or fully compatible microcomputers. Lotus and 1 -2 -3 are
registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation,

CXXVMA11%4FMAV.
3001 South State St.
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108
Circle number 13 on reply card.

Reduce
the risk
data processing
person- nel.
An independent study *, revealed that 3 out of 4 top executives and personnel
managers agreed that specialized personnel services are better than the
non - specialized at providing quality personnel.
Robert Half is the world's largest specialist in recruiting accounting, financial
and data processing personnel. Robert Half has the size and reputation to
attract more job candidates -and the expertise to match their capabilities
with your company's exact requirements.
And all that reduces risk.
Call your Robert Half office. You'll be glad you did.
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=accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists
O 1987 Robert Half Internatlotul Inc.
Most offices independently owned and operated.
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